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Abstract
This research project proposes a novel set of features for use in emotional analysis of
images. These features are based on visual scan paths generated by converting an image to a
saliency map using a saliency algorithm and processing that saliency map through an attentive
shift model. Given a set of points that make up a scan path, one can produce features that
characterize the nature of the path such as length, angle, circular variance, and complexity. It is
expected that these features will be able to encode higher level spatial structure than traditional
spatial features. This thesis details the construction of a dataset for analyzing the effects of visual
stimuli on emotional response that was used to test these scan path features. This research project
also investigates the effects of using varying types of saliency models and attentive shift models
as well as the number of points used to compute features.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Emotion analysis of images is a well-studied problem in computer vision and machine
learning. Determining the likely emotional response to an image has several applications such as
social media monitoring and automatic image tagging as well as further understanding the
human mind. It also has been shown that understanding the emotional content of an image can
improve the accuracy of image retrieval systems [22]. With all of these applications and a rapidly
growing amount of image data on the internet, image sentiment analysis systems are becoming
increasingly important.
However, predicting emotional response is very difficult. Even humans, who we would
consider to be authorities for interpreting the emotional content of images, have a large amount
of variation in their responses. Indeed, different people might have different reactions to images
and even the same person might change his or her assessment on a repeat viewing of the same
image. For a computer system to reliably make accurate predictions, it requires a large amount of
image data and ratings as well as a deep understanding of interactions within images.
Understandably, image emotional analysis is an unsolved problem, but researchers have
studied several types of image features to attempt to make predictions. In computer vision, low
level features such as color, shape, and texture have been extensively studied [10,14,16,19,23].
High level features such as the presence of human faces have also been studied [10]. In
particular, emotional analysis of human face images has met with a reasonable degree of success,
with even commercial software available [23]. This relies on prior knowledge of shapes and
curves, but cannot be generalized to the general class of images. Many of these features are
based on ideas in psychology, art, and photography [10,16,23].
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In this thesis, I propose a novel set of features for performing image emotion analysis
using visual saliency based eye scan paths. The algorithm for generating these features consists
of three general steps: creating a saliency map based on bottom up features, processing the
saliency map with attentive focus model to simulate eye movements, and then using the positions
of the points along the scan path to characterize eye movement within the image. In
psychophysics, scan path related features (in particular average length, number, and time) have
been studied and have been shown to be related to emotional response [3,8,11]. However, to my
knowledge, no work has been done on scan path features using computer vision and machine
learning methodologies.
It is thought that scan path based features may encode spatial information about images
not easily captured by other spatial related image features. Since the scan path of an image
describes the eyes’ movement throughout the image, it can be thought of encoding the flow of
information as a human might interpret the image. The eye movement throughout an image is
very strongly related to composition in photography and art, where objects in an image might be
arranged in particular positions to define a visual structure in the image and manipulate where a
viewer looks or how a viewer might interpret the contents of the image. Furthermore, the scan
path of a picture might have additional value when combined with other image features as it
gives a general guideline for the importance of specific locations.
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Chapter 2: Data Collection Process
Until recently, there was no large scale data set available for psychologists and other
researchers to investigate the relationship between visual stimuli and emotions. The International
Affective Picture System (IAPS) [12], developed by Peter J. Lang attempts to address this
problem by measuring emotional responses to a representative set of images.
Emotional response in the IAPS model is represented using a dimensional approach that
assumes that emotions can be defined on a continuous scale in three dimensions. The two
primary dimensions are valence (ranging from unhappy to happy) and arousal (ranging from
calm to excited); there is also a third, less-strongly related dimension of dominance (submissive
to dominant). IAPS uses the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM) to represent the continuous scale
of emotional response for each of the three dimensions. Participants circle the SAM figure at a
specific point on the scale to indicate their emotional response to an image. There are a total of
1,182 images evaluated by IAPS; images are chosen specifically to be representative of many
types of visual stimuli.
This research project constructed a larger data set of images with a study based on IAPS.
The study was performed under the guidance of Pennsylvania State University Professor, Dr.
James Z. Wang of the College of Information Sciences and Technology, Reginald B. Adams, Jr.
and Michelle Newman of the Department of Psychology, and Jia Li of the Department of
Statistics, graduate students, Xin Lu and Baris Kandemir, and with assistance from
undergraduate students Jason Frederick and I.
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Image Selection
In Aesthetics and Emotions in Images [10], researchers Joshi et al. cite the challenges of
obtaining “controlled experimental data” as being “expensive in time and cost.” One solution is
“a growing phenomenon called crowd sourcing (that) has hit the Web… Several Web photo
resources take advantage of these collections to make their content more visible, searchable, and
open to public discussions and feedback.” Among the resources available, the researchers point
to Flickr, Photo.Net, DPChallenge, Terragalleria, and ALIPR.
The study we performed mined web-based libraries to create a different and larger set of
images from IAPS. A custom set of images was developed through web crawling. The images
were found by using image searching APIs such as Google and Flickr. The sites were queried
using a list of keywords that were either emotions or words with strong emotional connections.
For the purposes of our study, we rejected images that had unusual aspect ratios in order to allow
the images to be properly displayed on monitors when resized. Images were also obtained from
artwork from museum collections, which provided high-quality works. By performing web
crawling and incorporating artwork from museums, we obtained 57,221 images to be rated.
Survey Method
The study was performed using a computer interface over the internet and asked users or
participants to provide non-personally identifiable demographic information as well as numerical
ratings of emotional responses to selected images.
In their paper, Aesthetics and Emotions in Images [10], researchers Joshi et al. reference
the value of numeric ratings for determining the emotional response:
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“From a computational perspective, it is essential to discover ways to quantify these responses so
as to mathematically formulate problems. User ratings provide a useful way to capture these
values in a numerical form. Advantages of population-driven response are that subjective
patterns are captured as a whole while effects of outlier individual biases are toned down
(“wisdom of the crowd”).”
The emotional ratings were represented using the dimensional approach that the IAPS
used consisting of valence, arousal, and dominance. This is important as previous studies would
often represent emotions as discrete categories such as anger, fear, amusement, etc. while using
the dimensional approach allows for more expressive ratings of images. As Xin Lu et al. in [14]
states, an image may arouse multiple emotions and the dimensional approach “controls for the
intercorrelated nature of human emotions” and that “From the perspective of neuroscience
studies, it has been demonstrated that the dimensional approach is more consistent with how the
brain is organized to process emotions.”
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Figure 1: Valence-arousal image grid

Figure 1: Example images demonstrating the dimensional approach for valence and arousal.
Valence runs from left to right (unhappy-happy) and arousal from bottom to top (calm-excited).
After providing demographic information, users were then given a set of instructions to
read. To begin the ratings, the user pressed the start button, then was presented with a scaled
image that filled the screen for six seconds. Each image was followed by a set of questions to
which the user was asked to indicate his/her emotional response. Users could click a button at the
top of the screen to show the image again if more time was required to determine an emotional
response. After the user completed his/her responses to an image and submitted them, he/she was
given another image to evaluate and the process continued until the user finished all the images
assigned to them.
So as not to influence the emotional response to images, a gray, neutral background was
selected for the rating screens.
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We considered an image to be fully rated once 5 distinct participants had rated it. The
ratings were averaged using an arithmetic mean to obtain the ground truth emotional response for
an image since people can have different responses to visual stimuli. Other schemes such as a
weighted average with weights assigned based off time may have also been reasonable, but using
the mean of ratings is a fairly common practice.
Images were randomly assigned to participants such that they would never receive the
same image twice, images that already had 5 ratings would not be assigned, and precedence
would be given to images with more ratings but still less than 5 ratings (so as to prioritize the
completion of rating sets).
Unlike IAPS, we did not set a limit on the amount of time a person could spend entering
their input. Instead, we recorded the amount of time each participant viewed the image and the
amount of time the participant spent entering a response using JavaScript. Since a completely
neutral response is a valid response (which would involve not touching the user input controls),
we determined if a submission was valid by the amount of time spent entering input (i.e. a user
could possibly abuse the interface by immediately pressing the submit button, which would have
a response time of less than 2.5 seconds). Stated another way, a rating submission was accepted
if the user spent at least 2.5 seconds entering their response. This is slightly above the minimum
amount of time a participant would take to scroll down and click the submit button without
entering any response. If a user rating did not meet this criteria and was rejected, it was still
recorded, but was not counted toward the 5 ratings for an image (or used in computing averages).
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Figure 2:

Survey emotions sliders

Figure 2: After viewing an image, each user is asked to rate his/her emotional response to the
image based on three scales. By moving the bubble or toggle on the slider, the user is entering a
numerical rating that corresponds to the emotion he/she feels.

Figure 3: Survey general emotions

Figure 3: The survey instrument also requests that the user indicate whether he/she felt an
emotional response to the image and to indicate the specific emotion. Users were offered the
option of indicating “Other” if their responses were not reflected in the emotions listed.
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Figure 4: Survey “likeness” scale

Figure 4: Users could indicate how much they “like” or “dislike” an image.
The emotional response input page is divided into three sections: a continuous emotion
section with SAM figures (Figure 2), a discrete emotion section (Figure 3), and a likeness scale
(Figure 4). The first section is based on IAPS which asks the user to enter an emotional response
for each of valence, arousal, and dominance. The sliders correspond to a range of 1 to 9 (ratings
similar to IAPS) and allow for a granularity of 0.1 for ratings. The SAM figure above the slider
changes expression in response to the respective slider’s position.
The second section prompts users for a discrete emotion they can select from a short list
of emotion words with checkboxes. The short list of emotions originates from Mikel’s work in
[17] which includes: Amusement, Anger, Awe, Contentment, Disgust, Excitement, Fear, and
Sadness. There is also a text field that allows users to enter another emotion not listed in the
section. This section uses checkboxes to allow users to specify multiple general responses. The
third section consists of a series of radio buttons that allow the user to describe how much they
like the image, with seven options ranging from “dislike extremely” to the opposite feeling, “like
extremely”.
There were two main sources of participants for our study, Amazon Mechanical Turk
Users and psychology students at Penn State University with over 900 people participating.
Amazon Mechanical Turk is a crowdsourcing platform where requesters can pay workers to
complete tasks online. The Mechanical Turk users were given batches of 50 images per task and
were allowed to complete a maximum of 4 tasks for a total of 200 images. The psychology
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students were assigned 200 images each and rated as many images as they could in a given time
period. There were two sets of studies involving the psychology students, one where the students
simply rated the images and another where the students made two visits to rate the images. In the
second type of study, during the first visit students would be assigned 200 random images as
before, while in the second visit the students would be given the images they completed in the
first visit but in randomized order (in order to test consistency of the ratings). To keep the data
consistent between different sources of data, only the ratings from the first visit were used in
calculating centroids so that each image would have ratings from unique users. This limit of 200
images was set so that no individual user could have a large effect on the data. Currently there
are 16,386 images with completed sets of 5 ratings in our data set.
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Chapter 3: Saliency Map and Scan Path Generation
The general algorithm for generating scan path features is divided into three steps:
generating a saliency map, determining eye movement through an attentive focus procedure, and
then characterizing the scan path using various features. This chapter describes the first two steps
of the procedure and discusses the options for algorithms in each step.
Saliency Maps
Visual attention is thought to be divided into bottom-up and top-down mechanisms [9].
Bottom-up mechanisms operate directly on sensory input where attention is involuntarily shifted
to visually salient regions (i.e. regions that seem to stick out from the rest of a scene). Bottom-up
mechanisms are usually associated with pre-attentive processes before a person focuses on a
location within the image. Top-down mechanisms are more cognitive and are generally used for
searching within a specific region of the image. Top-down approaches are computationally
expensive to perform, so most attention models use bottom-up approaches which intuitively
operate on individual pixel values.
Saliency map algorithms are a type of bottom-up algorithm that take an image as an input
and generate another image called a saliency map that describes the areas of visual interest
within the input image. Saliency algorithms typically are computer vision based algorithms that
utilize prior knowledge about visual attraction to characterize the saliency of a pixel in the
image. In this thesis, I consider four specific saliency models: fine-grained visual saliency, IttiKoch saliency, spectral residual, and graph based visual saliency.
The first method is fine-grained visual saliency which is based off of [18] that calculates
saliency by calculating center-surround differences at multiple resolutions. It converts the image
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to gray scale and then calculates center-surround differences (difference between image and a
blurred version of the image scaled to the same size) at multiple scales and combines them
together into a single image, which is the saliency map. The center-surround difference is
analogous to receptive fields of sensory neurons in the retina thus emulating an actual visual
system. The fine-grained saliency method also has the advantage of quickly producing high
resolution saliency maps (many saliency methods generate low resolution images).
Itti-Koch saliency is from paper [9] that is the classical method of calculating saliency
maps that has the advantage of being simple to implement and general enough to add new
features. Itti-Koch works by independently considering features that might attract attention, in
the classical model these are: color contrast, intensity (brightness) contrast, and orientation
change. These features are considered at multiple scales of a Gaussian pyramid, merged into
conspicuity maps, normalized to account for differences in the dynamic range, and then linearly
combined into a saliency map. Other features such as disparity in stereograms and movement in
video frames have been proposed and can be easily added by generating their own conspicuity
maps and inserting them into the linear combination (and the weights can be adjusted to give
precedence to certain features).
The spectral residual saliency from paper [7] is method is a fast way of finding
interesting locations in images that uses an unusual approach for calculating saliency. The
spectral residual works in the frequency domain rather than the spatial domain and attempts to
find “interesting” parts of the image by looking for parts of signals that tend to stick out. To
detect and isolate these unusual parts, the spectral residual converts the image to the frequency
domain using a discrete Fourier transform, takes the difference between the log amplitude and
the smoothed log amplitude (otherwise known as the spectral residual) and converts the unusual
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frequency components into the spatial domain. The resulting saliency map is a low resolution
image, but has the advantage of being fast to compute and invariant to scale.
Graph based visual saliency from [5] is the most complicated of the saliency algorithms
discussed so far which involves forming a graph over the activations of the image. It is
essentially identical to Itti-Koch saliency, but refines the normalization operator to concentrate
mass in salient regions. The algorithm starts by computing feature maps such as color, intensity,
and orientation at various resolutions to form image pyramids. These image pyramids are
converted to graphs with weights assigned based on the distance between two locations and the
difference in values. Activation maps are computed from these graphs by treating them as
Markov chains and computing the equilibrium distribution of the graphs. The activation maps are
then normalized by raising the maps to an exponent, combined within each specific feature to
form conspicuity maps, and then combined linearly into a single master saliency map. As with
the Itti-Koch method, each type of feature can be given weights and new features such as
movement in video frames can also be used. A comparison of the four types of saliency map
methods is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Saliency map comparison

Figure 5: A comparison of different saliency map methods on an image. From left to right:
original image, fine grained saliency, itti, spectral residual, and graph based visual saliency
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Focus of Attention Models
After processing an image and creating a saliency map, the next step of the procedure is
to generate a scan path by using a focus of attention model on the saliency map. There are two
main strategies that have been researched for predicting eye movement from saliency: WinnerTake-All networks and Levy flights. These strategies are bottom-up (by nature of relying on
saliency maps which are bottom-up), and so do not account for top-down effects. In general, the
saliency maps are preprocessed by applying histogram equalization to normalize the dynamic
ranges of the images such that the range of values is the same regardless of saliency algorithm
used.
Winner-Take-All networks were proposed by Itti and Koch [9,13] as a visual search
mechanism using saliency maps. A winner-take-all network is a massively parallel structure
(similar to neurons in the retina) where neurons compete for activation and inhibit the activations
of other neurons. The winner-take-all network essentially finds the location of the global
maximum of the image, but in a parallel manner. The general procedure for producing a scan
path starts in the center of the image (since it has been shown that many saliency algorithms have
a center bias in the shape of a Gaussian [5,9]), finds a global maximum to shift to, inhibits the
activation at that location, finds a new maximum, and repeats that procedure. The inhibition step
is added to force the focus of attention to change (as otherwise the existing location will always
be chosen). Over time, the inhibited regions recover their activations and the focus of attention
can shift back to that location. In my implementation, I use Gaussian windows to weight pixel
values in a region to determine average activation rather than use individual pixel values. To get
an idea for what Winner-Take-All is doing, it is continuously shifting between maxima while
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reducing the activation of the maxima (in order to shift to new locations). In other words,
Winner-Take-All is concerned with ranking salient locations and visiting them in that order.

Figure 6: Scan path (WTA)

Figure 6: Calculating the scan path of an image with multiple points of interest using winnertake-all (left) original (middle) itti saliency (right) scan path of image

The other method for generating scan paths is Levy flights [1] which are essentially
constrained random walks in the saliency landscape. The idea behind Levy flights is that motion
is divided into a deterministic and a random component as two viewings of the same image may
not necessarily have the same scan path [1,2]. The derministic component is the negative
gradient of the saliency potential, which is 𝑉(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑒 −𝑆(𝑥,𝑦)∗𝜏𝑣 where 𝜏𝑣 is a constant and S is
the two dimensional saliency map. As higher values of saliency have lower saliency potential,
the deterministic component is similar to gradient descent which moves to local minima thus
moving to local maxima of saliency. For the random component, the Levy flight chooses a
random direction from a uniform distribution and a random step length from a Cauchy
distribution, forming a random offset from the current location. This random offset is combined
with the deterministic component in a weighted sum to create a candidate gaze shift location. If
the new location has an increase in saliency, the point is accepted, otherwise the point is
probabilistically accepted based on the difference in saliency potential; this is also known as the
metropolis-hastings step. If the point is rejected, it is simply discarded and a new point is
generated. In biology, Levy flights are hypothesized to be related to the movements of animals
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when foraging, so the Levy flight attentive shift model could potentially be analogized to
animals searching for resources within a saliency landscape.

Figure 7: Scan path (Levy)

Figure 7: Calculating the scan path of an image with multiple points of interest using Levy
flights (left) original (middle) itti saliency (right) scan path of image

Due to the fact that part of the algorithm is randomized, running the algorithm multiple
times should have different results. In contrast to Winner-Take-All which tends to rank salient
locations, Levy flights tends to construct the distribution of the scan path. Whereas WTA
immediately leaves a salient location once visited, Levy flights can stay at salient locations for a
while, especially if the location is isolated from other salient locations (or it is the only salient
location). Based on how gaze shifts are generated, points will generally cluster together as
nearby points will have similar saliencies, allowing points to be probabilistically accepted even if
the movement causes a decrease in saliency. This means that Levy flights need to run for more
steps than Winner-Take-All networks to achieve a similar amount of coverage of the image. As
can be seen in Figures 6 and 7, both methods are able to visit the most visually salient locations.
One of the limitations seems to be the saliency map’s ability to detect salient locations, as the
leftmost flower in the two figures is not marked as highly salient and thus is rarely visited by
either WTA or Levy flights.
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Chapter 4: Scan Path Features and Machine Learning
The last step of the process is to generate features that characterize the behavior of the
scan path. It is expected that these features will eventually be incorporated into a machine
learning model that can make predictions, so the choice of features is important to accurately
capture the variations in the scan path. Before generating any features, the points are normalized
based on the dimensions of the image so that the image size has no effect on the results.
Length
One intuitive characteristic to consider is the length of the shifts in the scan path. If there
are large movements across the image, then it is possible that there are many interesting locations
in the image. Studies in psychophysics [3,11] involving scan paths with eye trackers have also
shown a relation between emotional response and shift length, so there is a basis for considering
length as a feature. Multiple features for length can be considered such as total length, mean
length, median length, max length, etc. In this study, I represent length by using the mean length
of the shifts in the scan path. However, because Levy flights tend to favor a large amount of
small jumps and a small number of large jumps, the mean is biased towards small jump lengths,
so mean length may be more informative in WTA compared to in Levy flights.

Figure 8: Scan paths with differing average length

Figure 8: Examples of scan paths with different average lengths (left) low (middle) intermediate
(right) high
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The average length of a scan path is fairly intuitive to visualize as can be seen in Figure
8. Images with small highly salient locations are likely to have small average lengths. This is
because the scan path will tend to concentrate around that location and thus require smaller shifts
such as the moon in the left image of Figure 8. Images with multiple salient locations are more
likely to require larger shifts to bridge the gap between locations, thus raising the average length.
Average length is loosely correlated with the scan path’s coverage of the image, but not
completely as it is possible to construct two scan paths with the same average length but different
coverage (e.g. one alternating between two distance locations and one visiting many locations in
large strides).
Angle
Angle is a commonly studied low level image feature that can be generalized for
encoding the scan path curve. In photography and art, the composition of an image is often
described by the angle or shape of the composition (in particular diagonal composition is
popular). By tracking angle statistics of the scan path, one could somewhat characterize the
nature of the image’s composition [16]. Average orientation and circular variance are two
features that can be used to describe the distribution of angles of a set of points. Average
orientation is simply the average angle on the interval [0, π) of the line segments that make up
the scan path. Due to the nature of modular arithmetic, average orientation is calculated using
directional statistics by converting angles to points on a unit circle, summing the points up, and
finding the orientation of the resulting vector. Circular variance is analogous to standard
deviation for angles, which in directional statistics is simply 1 − 𝑅̅, where 𝑅̅ is the length of the
vector formed by summing the angles when calculating the mean. Since Levy flights draw angle
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from a uniform distribution, I weighted average orientation by the length of the individual shift
to give precedence to the orientation of longer shifts.

Figure 9: Scan paths with differing average orientations

Figure 9: Examples of scan paths with different average orientation (left) horizontal (middle)
diagonal (right) vertical

Figure 10: Scan paths with differing circular variance

Figure 10: Examples of scan path with different circular variance (left) low (middle)
intermediate (right) high
The angle-based features are slightly harder to interpret than average length, but still
fairly reasonable. As can be seen in Figure 9, images that have a strong sense of linear
directionality can be directly related to an average orientation. In this case, the average
orientation roughly matches the overall orientation of the scan path and the composition of the
image. For images that do not have a clear sense of direction or have a high circular variance, the
average orientation of the scan path may not say much about the image as the given orientation
may have resulted because of chance. For scan paths with a low average length or scan paths that
are highly concentrated in a single location, the angle based features are less stable due to the
way circular statistics are calculated.
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Complexity
One feature that Boccignone used in his paper [1] on Levy flights was the complexity of
the path. This is defined by splitting the image into a grid and constructing a probability
distribution on the location of the points. The complexity is thus defined to be the Shannon
entropy of probability distribution or 𝐸 = − ∑ 𝑝𝑖 log(𝑝𝑖 ) where 𝑝𝑖 is the proportion of points in
the given grid location. This implies that if the scan path is concentrated in one location, then the
path has a low complexity, while a scan path that moves everywhere around the image has a high
complexity. The Shannon entropy is the optimal number of bits needed in a variable length
encoding scheme for numbers drawn from the probability distribution, so this measure of
complexity really measures the spread of the scan path. The number of grid lines to divide the
image determines the granularity of the complexity calculation, in my implementation I use an 8
by 8 grid for complexity.

Figure 11: Scan paths with differing complexity

Figure 11: Examples of scan paths with differing complexity (left) low (middle) intermediate
(right) high
Complexity is a feature that directly measures the spread of the scan path across the
image. As can be seen in Figure 11, images with multiple salient locations spread across the
image are likely to have higher complexity and vice versa. Complexity is a slightly different than
coverage whereas coverage might be computed as the percentage of the image that the scan path
visits, complexity is concerned with the uniformity of the spread. In other words, if a scan path
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were to visit most of the image but stay concentrated in a single location, it would have higher
complexity than just staying at a single location, but it would not be higher by much (when
compared to a single location). Complexity is maximized when the scan path when has an equal
amount of points in all grid squares and minimized when the scan path has all its points in one
location. Since Winner-Take-All visits a large amount of the image (prioritizing the ranking of
salient locations) while Levy flights naturally transitions between salient locations, WinnerTake-All necessarily will have higher complexity ratings than Levy flights, but it does not imply
that complexity is more or less important for one attentive focus model than the other.
Additional Features
Additional features could be obtained by changing the subset of points used to calculate
each of the above statistics. The stopping condition for WTA and Levy flights is a fixed number
of iterations, rather than a variable condition. It is possible that certain positions within the scan
path are more important than others, so having too few points may miss important information,
while too many points may average out the information encoded by the important points.
Furthermore, it may be useful to consider multiple subsets of points simultaneously to gain an
understanding of how the scan path averages change over time. In my project, I simply increase
the number of points in the set of points used to calculate the features (though in practice, any
subset of points could be used such as for calculating moving averages). For winner take all, I
calculate features using 5, 10, 20, 30, and 50 points and for Levy flights I use 50, 100, 200, 500,
and 1000 points. The difference in number of points between the two methods arises from the
fact that Levy flights are probabilistic and thus takes a much larger number of iterations to travel
across the image.
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Machine Learning
The sets of features are assembled into a feature vector that describes the scan path
information of the image. The four primary features are average length, average orientation,
circular variance, and complexity which are computed with a varying number of points in the
scan path (depending on the type of attentive focus model used). There are five subsets of points
considered and four types of features which results in a feature vector of length 20. A separate
learning model is constructed for each of the 8 possible combinations of saliency algorithms and
attentive focus methods to compare effectiveness.
The task of predicting emotional response based off scan path features was treated as a
regression problem for the purposes of machine learning. The image dataset consisting of 16,386
complete sets of ratings was split in an 80:20 ratio, where 13,109 images were randomly
assigned to the training set and 3,277 images were assigned to a testing set. The feature vectors
were normalized to have zero mean and unit variance for each specific entry across the
distribution of the training set. The testing set had a similar transformation applied to it, using the
mean and standard deviation from the training set to have an equivalent transformation to the
training set. As the dimensionality of the feature vector was 20, which is very small, no form of
dimension reduction such as principal component analysis was needed to transform the data.
The model used was a gradient boosting regressor using the scikit learn library [20]
where a separate model was constructed for each emotion like in [14]. Gradient boosting
regression is a type of forward stagewise additive modelling that linearly combines the
predictions of many regression trees to generate a prediction. The regression trees are built by
iteratively fitting the regression trees to the negative gradient of some differentiable loss function
using the residuals of the current model. It is similar to gradient descent (used by neural
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networks) where the predictions of each are analagous to the components of the negative
gradient [6]. By fitting trees to the negative gradient, it minimizes the loss function, decreasing
the residuals, and improving the accuracy of the model. The loss function used by the gradient
1

boosting model was the Huber loss function, which is defined as 𝐿𝛿 (𝑎) = 2 𝑎2 for |𝑎| ≤ 𝛿 and
𝐿𝛿 (𝑎) = 𝛿(|𝑎| − 𝛿/2) otherwise. The Huber loss function behaves as a quadratic function when
it is less than the absolute value of delta and a linear function outside of that range. This behavior
gives the Huber loss function the desirable properties of the squared loss and the absolute loss
functions. First, Huber loss is robust to outliers as the influence of points outside the delta range
scales linearly (which it inherents from absolute loss). Second, it minimizes the effect of small
residuals by squaring values inside the delta range and is also differentiable at a = 0 (inherited
from squared loss). The value of delta used was 0.9, which was the default value provided by
scikit learn but also had the best performance experimentally. The trees had a max depth of 3
levels to prevent overfitting, this value was also determined experimentally. The model was
fitted using the training set and the performance of the model was evaluated using the testing set
(that was held out during training) to determine the generalization ability of the model.
I chose the gradient boosting regressor model because it is capable of non-linear
representations, is simple to use/tune, has reasonable off-the-shelf performance, is slow to
overfit, and is relatively interpretable. By nature of using tree-based classifiers, gradient boosting
regression can represent non-linearity since the primary mechanism of a decision tree is splitting
a node based on a variable which is necessarily non-linear. Compared to other methods such as
support vector regression or neural networks, the nonlinearity is easier to work with as one does
not have to find a kernel function (which may not represent the relations in the data) or design an
architecture for it. For gradient boosting regression, tuning the learning model just involves
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optimizing hyperparameter values, which is simpler than designing architecture. Another benefit
of using gradient boosting regression that it has been observed that gradient boosting is “slow to
overfit”, this is because the sequence of trees “form an L1-regularized monotone path to a
margin-maximizing solution” [6]. Since gradient boosting regression uses regression trees, the
model is relatively interpretable. Gradient boosting models can not be visualized like single
decision trees, but it is possible to calculate the relative importance of a variable. The importance
of a given variable is defined in [6] as the percentage of internal nodes where the variable
maximally improves the squared error risk over a constant fit when used to partition a node,
which is averaged over all the trees.
Regularization was used on the gradient boosting model in order to prevent overfitting
and improve generalization on the testing data. The types of regularization used were shrinkage,
feature subsampling, and restricting the minimum samples per leaf node. Shrinkage limits the
contribution of each regression tree to the prediction by multiplying the predictions of each
estimator by a constant. In general, lower values for shrinkage are better as it improves
convergence, but a lower value slows traversal of the gradient thus requiring more trees which
increases computation. In my model I used 0.01 for shrinkage with 500 trees. Subsampling the
features adds randomness to the process of constructing regression trees. When constructing
regression trees, data points are split by selecting the feature that best separates the remaining
data based on some criteria such as purity. Often it is best to consider all unused features when
choosing the optimal feature to split on, but by randomly selecting a subset of the features, it
adds randomness to the process that avoids overfitting by decreasing variance and increasing
bias. Changing the minimum number of samples per leaf node affects the size and complexity of
the trees, where more samples reduces the complexity and variance at the cost of increasing bias
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and vice versa for reducing the samples. I also tried subsampling the data using bootstrap
aggregation (bagging), but I observed no significant improvements in the model performance. By
applying regularization in this manner, I was able to increase the generalization ability of the
model and obtain better performance.
The specific values for the feature subsampling percentage and the minimum number of
samples per leaf were chosen through a grid search using 3-fold cross validation and were
chosen independently for each learning model. A grid search search is simply an exhaustive
search on all possibilities of manually selected finite sets of values for each parameter. The
optimal set of parameters was selected by choosing the parameters with the minimum average
error on the validation set constructed with 3-fold validation. In 3-fold validation (or more
generally k-fold validation), the training data is partitioned into three equal sized parts where one
partition is treated as a validation set used to evaluate the performance of the learning model and
the remaining partitions are used as training data. The process is repeated three times while
changing which partition is the validation set and averaging the errors on the validation set. The
choice of three folds was intended to balance the ratio of training data to validation data while
reducing the amount of computation needed. Since the process needs to train a gradient boosting
tree ensemble for every possible combination of parameters (from finite sets) for each fold,
increasing the number of folds also increases the amount of computation. K-fold cross validation
is beneficial as it allows for cross validation without having to divide the dataset into a separate
validation set and thus less data points are required, but it comes at the cost of increased
computation.
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Chapter 5: Results
Initial Evaluation
Machine learning methods attempt to make predictions of unseen data based off of trends
and patterns presented in training data. Due to the imprecise nature of saliency maps and scan
paths (and for Levy flights the fact that the algorithm has random components), there was a large
amount of variance in the feature data. This variance reduced the ability to make predictions
about data trends due to increased uncertainty. Despite this, there were observable trends in the
data and the machine learning models were able to learn the structure of the data.

Figure 12: BH-SNE transformation of scan path features

Figure 12: Barnes Hut Stochastic Neighbor Embedding representation of scan path features
colored by valence rating using graph based visual saliency (left) winner-take-all (right) Levy
flights
Each combination of saliency algorithm and attentive focus model had its own structure
that could be learnt by the machine learning model. Since the features are in 20-dimensional
space, to help understand the structure of the data, t-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
(t-SNE) was used to reduce the vectors to 2 dimensions for the purpose of visualization. T-SNE
works by constructing a probability distribution over high dimensional space, which defines
pairwise similarities, constructing a similar distribution in low dimensional space, and then it
iteratively minimizes the Kullback-Leibler divergence. This has the effect of attracting and
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repelling points in 2 dimensional space that were respectively similar and dissimilar in high
dimension space. In my project, I used a variant of t-SNE called Barnes Hut Stochastic Neighbor
Embedding (BH-SNE) [15] which allows for usage of t-SNE on larger datasets (greater than
5,000 points where t-SNE starts becoming slow) by using the Barnes-Hut algorithm from
astronomy to simulate forces in n-body systems. As can be seen in Figure 12, there are clear
structure differences between different combinations of algorithms, meaning that different types
of information are encoded by each combination. In general, the largest difference in structure
resulted from changing the attentive focus model (Levy vs WTA), and smaller differences were
observed by changing the saliency algorithm. Dimension reduction visualization techniques such
as t-SNE, can sometimes visualize separation boundaries based off color, but there are no clear
patterns in this mapping. This is because of the high variance in the data as well as the difficulty
of predicting emotional response.

Figure 13: Distribution of centroids of ratings

Figure 13: The distribution of the centroids of ratings (left) valence (middle) arousal (right)
dominance
Another consideration was the distribution of the centroids of the user ratings which were
highly clustered around the center of the distribution (as can be observed in Figure 13). Due to
this centralization, a very simple method for achieving reasonable accuracy was to simply guess
the mean of the centroids of the training data, which would result in a relatively small mean
square error. This proved useful as a baseline for evaluating the effectiveness of the machine
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learning models, as one could achieve at least a certain degree of accuracy without even looking
at the features of an image. It also makes machine learning more difficult as models would
sometimes learn the mean of the training data rather than variation from the features. Other
considered regression and classification models would get stuck in this local minimum in feature
space because it was relatively safe to guess in the middle and risky to guess an extreme rating
due to the large variance in the data.
Individual feature analysis
The four features of consideration were average length, average orientation, circular
variance, and complexity, which were observed using five subsets of points depending on the
attentive focus model.

Figure 14: Representative box plots of individual features (Valence)

Figure 14: Representative box plots of individual features for valence (upper left) average length
(upper right) average orientation (bottom left) circular variance (bottom right) complexity
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Figure 15: Representative box plots of individual features (Arousal)

Figure 15: Representative box plots of individual features for arousal (upper left) average length
(upper right) average orientation (bottom left) circular variance (bottom right) complexity
Features are often more useful in the presence of other features, but there were
observable trends in the data when each individual feature was considered. This can be seen in
the plots in Figure 14 and 15. Due to the large number of combinations of features, saliency
algorithms, attentive focus models, point subsets, and emotion responses, the plots for all
variables could not be shown, but these plots show the general patterns in the data. The patterns
for each type of emotional rating are fairly different and while differences exist for varying the
scan path generation method and number of points, the patterns are comparatively similar. The
dominance plots are omitted because the rating centroids are much more focused around the
center of the distribution than for valence and arousal and thus trends in the plots are less
apparent. Observe that while there are trends in the data, the large whiskers in the box plot
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indicate a large amount of variance, which decreases prediction ability due to the increased
amount of uncertainty.
Explained Variation
When evaluating a machine learning model, you can not just use the accuracy of the
model without comparing against a baseline method. The baseline for my study was to simply
guess the mean rating of the training data. This baseline obtains reasonable accuracy due to the
fact that the distributions are highly centralized. The explained variation score was a metric that I
used to adjust against the predictive ability of the baseline. The formula for explained variance is
𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑𝑉𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑦, 𝑦̂) = 1 −

𝑉𝑎𝑟{𝑦−𝑦̂}
𝑉𝑎𝑟{𝑦}

where a score of 1 indicates a perfect prediction,

while 0 corresponds to chance (which is the expected performance of the baseline). The
explained variation score measures the proportion to which the learning model accounts for the
variation in the data.
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Figure 16: Explained variation scores

Figure 16: Explained variation scores of the eight combinations of saliency and attentive focus
models (top) valence (middle) arousal (bottom) dominance
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As can be seen in Figure 16, the gradient boosting regressor model used achieves better
performance than the baseline (guessing the mean of the training data) except a few cases in
dominance. The models are able to explain variation in valence better than arousal and arousal
better than dominance with the best models being able to explain 2.81% valence, 2.23% arousal,
and 0.43% dominance. One possible explanation for the difference in explanation values
between valence and arousal (and also dominance) is that arousal is more centralized than
valence, making it harder to guess extreme values without strong evidence. With the exception of
fine-grained saliency (and possibly graph based saliency) for valence, models using Levy flights
performed better than the models using Winner-Take-All. Winner-Take-All models competed
well with Levy flight models for valence, with fine-grained saliency Winner-Take-All having the
best overall explained variance. But for arousal and dominance, the Levy flight models
outperformed Winner-Take-All. In regards to saliency algorithms, there is not a clear winner, but
Itti saliency generally performed worse than Graph based saliency. This conclusion seems
reasonable as graph based saliency uses many of the principles of Itti saliency, but improves
upon it by replacing the normalization operator.
Feature Importances
One of the benefits of using the gradient boosting regressor model for fitting the data is
that it allows the calculation of the contributions of specific features because it uses decision
trees. This allows evaluation of the features and to determine how much each feature contributes
to the models’ predictive ability. As the importances are calculated with respect to an individual
combination of a feature and a number of points, the overall importances are calculated by
summing over the importances for that specific variable. Therefore, two sets of importances are
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calculated, one for feature types by summing over all subsets of points for that type and one for a
subset of point by summing over the importances of all types for that subset.

Figure 17: Importances of feature types

Figure 17: Importances of length, average orientation, circular variance, and complexity (top
left) valence (top right) arousal (bottom middle) dominance
As can be seen in Figure 17, the feature importances vary within a specific feature type
depending on the model, but are relatively consistent. Circular variance appears to be the most
important feature type for valence while average length for WTA and circular variance for Levy
flights seems to be most important for arousal. Dominance does not have such clear trends, but
for the three models with reasonable performance (fine grained, spectral residual, and graph with
Levy flights), circular variance appears to be most important. Orientation (in composition) has
been associated with emotions in photography and in art, so it is reasonable that circular variance
(which determines the stability of average orientation) and average orientation are important
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features. Length of scan paths has been shown to have an effect on emotional response in
psychophysics [3,11], so it is also fair for length to be an important feature. Complexity, which is
a new proposed feature, also has significant contributions to the predictive ability of the model.
As mentioned when defining average length, Levy flights tend to favor smaller jump lengths
which biases the mean towards lower average lengths, which might make length a less useful
feature for Levy flight methods than for WTA. In the arousal and dominance graphs of Figure
17, all the winner take all methods place a higher importance on average length than the Levy
flight methods, which seems to support this conclusion (though it isn’t necessarily true in the
valence graph, but those models place less overall importance on length).

Figure 18: Importances of number of points (Levy)

Figure 18: Importances of number of points for Levy flight methods (top left) valence (top right)
arousal (bottom middle) dominance
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Figure 19: Importances of number of points (WTA)

Figure 19: Importances of number of points for Winner Take All methods (top left) valence (top
right) arousal (bottom middle) dominance
The number of points used to calculate features has an effect on the information encoded
in the feature, where points at certain positions in the scan path may be more important than
others. In methods using Levy flights, there seems to be an overall downward trend in the
importance of features for valence and arousal (as seen in Figure 18), which might suggest that
points later in the scan path are less important than earlier ones. For Winner Take All methods,
there is a slight upwards trend for valence and arousal (slightly parabolic for arousal), suggesting
the possibility that too few points can be harmful. However, even if a set of points is less
important than another, the predictive ability of the model may still increase by calculating
features at multiple positions in the scan path as it encodes the information related to the
evolution of the scan path. For dominance, there does not seem to be any strong trends for either
of the attentive focus models.
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From the graphs for WTA methods in Figure 19, it might imply that more points should
be used when generating scan paths, but WTA has a tendency of visiting more locations in an
image without fixating at any given position. With more points, WTA spends time at less
important locations and makes less usage of the information in the saliency map. Regardless, it
may be worth investigating this in the future, and even if the WTA path encodes unimportant
information, a learning model can ignore it (if used with features at multiple other positions of
the scan path).

Predictions
In addition to looking at metrics such as explained variance and importances, one can
also understand the behavior of the models by looking at the predictions. Generating a prediction
for the emotional content of an image using scan paths is fairly complicated, so it would be
difficult to work through the calculations mentally. However, we can gain insight about the
prediction process by looking at the distribution of the predictions as well as the residuals.

Figure 20:Distributions of predictions (gbvs-levy)

Figure 20: Distributions of predictions of the graph based visual saliency + levy flights model on
the testing dataset (left) valence (middle) arousal (right) dominance
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Figure 21: Distributions of residuals (gbvs-levy)

Figure 21: Distributions of residuals of graph based visual saliency + levy flights model on the
testing dataset (left) valence (middle) arousal (right) dominance
The histograms in Figures 20 and 21 reveal several trends in the predictions made by the
models. First, the predictions are restricted to a certain range of values that is smaller than the
actual range of the ratings. The ratings valence, arousal, and dominance range from 1 to 9 while
in the case of the gbvs-levy model (displayed in Figures 20 and 21), the range of predicted values
is 4.373-5.513 for valence, 4.525-5.805 for arousal, and 4.754-5.372 for dominance. This
reduced range of values is because of the variance in the features, where the models are unable to
make extreme predictions without strong evidence (in order to minimize the risk of a prediction).
The distributions of predictions changes slightly between varying models, but the shapes are
relatively similar. In general, the standard deviation of the predictions increases as the explained
variance of the model increases (≈ 0.95 correlation coefficient between the two variables for the
24 models). The distributions of the residuals is roughly symmetrical with a shape similar to a
Gaussian (not as much for valence, but the distributions of centroids is biased for valence), so
predictions are neither biased above or below the true rating. The histograms in Figure 21 are
slightly narrower than the distribution of centroids in Figure 13, which is expected as it means
the models performed better than guessing the mean.
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True: (7.12, 4.84, 4.56),
Predicted: (5.06, 4.84, 4.94),
Std: (1.14, 1.69, 0.86)

True: (6.70, 4.24, 5.04),
Predicted: (5.63, 5.00, 5.04),
Std: (1.36, 1.85, 1.14)

True: (5.28, 2.84, 5.32),
Predicted: (5.27, 5.00, 5.00),
Std: (1.26, 0.97, 0.38)

True: (5.65, 3.10, 4.55),
Predicted: (5.27, 4.72, 4.96),
Std: (1.07, 1.27, 0.93)

True: (4.24, 3.54, 4.38),
Predicted: (4.98, 4.92, 4.96),
Std: (0.91, 1.17, 1.10)

True: (7.04, 6.82, 4.88),
Predicted: (5.19, 5.11, 4.90),
Std: (1.33, 1.74, 0.86)

Figure 22: Predictions compared with true values

Figure 22: Emotion predictions of images from the test dataset (using gbvs-levy) compared with
the average rating and the standard deviation of the ratings for that image. Triplets are given in
the form (valence, arousal, dominance) with two decimal places of precision.
In addition to looking at the distributions of the predictions and residuals, it may also be
beneficial to look at some sample image predictions. Looking at the values in Figure 22, the
model performs reasonably when making predictions, but the predictions can sometimes be far
off the actual average rating of the image. As mentioned in the discussion about the distribution
of predictions, the models only make predictions within a restricted range of values which
prevents the model from making extreme predictions. In the case of several of the images in
Figure 22, the models were restricted to a range of approximately 4.5 to 5.5, so the model was
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unable to correctly predict some of the ratings. This restricted range is because making an
extreme rating without strong evidence unnecessarily increases the risk of making a
misprediction (since the majority of the ratings are close to the center of the distribution which
would increase expected loss).
It is also important to consider the standard deviation of the ratings for a given image
when evaluating the quality of a prediction. Since people can have different interpretations of the
same image, there can be some uncertainty about the true rating of the image which is reflected
in the standard deviation of the ratings for that image. Even if a prediction for an image is off by
a large amount, if the image has a large standard deviation for its ratings, the prediction may still
be reasonable as the true rating is less certain. With this in mind, it may be worth considering an
alternative loss function that penalizes an incorrect prediction more harshly if the standard
deviation is low and vice versa. Regardless, the model should still try to learn from ratings and
make predictions even if the rating is uncertain, as the rating is based off all the information
available.
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Conclusion
This thesis proposed a novel set of features for the purpose of predicting emotional
response to images by characterizing the nature of the visual scan path such as length,
orientation, circular variance, and complexity. Furthermore, these features can be calculated
using varying number of points of the scan path to characterize the change in the behavior of the
scan path. In this thesis, the scan path of an image is predicted in a bottom up manner with a twostep procedure consisting of a saliency and an attentive focus algorithm. I considered four types
of saliency algorithms: fine grained, Itti-Koch, spectral residual, and graph based as well as two
types of attentive focus models: Winner Take All and Levy flights. By calculating the scan paths
of 16,368 images from a previous study using the eight combinations of algorithms and
converting them into feature vectors, I was able to construct learning models that could make
predictions about future unseen images. The best models were able to explain 2.81% of the
variation for valence, 2.23% for arousal, and 0.43% for dominance of a heldout testing dataset.
Given the amount of variance in the features and the inherent difficulty of the problem, these
models obtained reasonable quality of prediction. When combined with traditional image
features such as color, shape, and texture, it is expected that scan path features will be able to
provide better predictions.
Future Work
There is much potential for future work to improve the quality of predictions from scan
path based features. Other types of saliency algorithms and attentive focus models could be
considered and the algorithms used in this study could be examined more thoroughly. For
example, in the Levy flight algorithm one could vary the weights of the stochastic and
deterministic components of potential gaze shifts, the constant for the metropolis-hastings step,
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and other constants. It may be worth further investigating the number of points used to calculate
scan path features and alternative stopping criteria for the attentive focus models (rather than a
fixed number of steps). Since Levy flights have a stochastic component and variance was a large
problem in this study, it may be worth calculating multiple Levy flight paths and averaging the
features to decrease the variance. This may be especially worthwhile as Levy flights generally
had the best results and decreasing the variance may improve prediction quality.
One could also invent features besides average length, average orientation, circular
variance, and complexity to characterize the nature of a scan path. For example, a scan path may
be described by average position, the percentage of the image covered (giving some radius to
each point), symmetry of the points, etc. The existing features could be further refined by using
alternative weighting schemes and by adding additional statistical measures. If working with
features besides scan path based features (such as the traditional features of color, shape, texture,
etc.), then it may be worth using scan paths or saliency maps as weights in order to assign
importance to certain regions of an image.
It would also be reasonable to consider other learning models besides gradient boosting
regression for performing predictions such as support vector machines and deep learning
architectures. However, since there is a large amount of variance in the current features, it is
suggested to perform feature engineering to improve machine learning capability. The current
gradient boosting model could also be improved by experimenting with its parameters such as
reducing the shrinkage parameter and increasing the number of estimators. It may also be
beneficial to consider other loss functions besides the Huber loss function, potentially
incorporating other information (such as the certainty of the true rating) into the penalty for a
misprediction.
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Appendix A: Extended Data
This appendix contains tables with the exact values for various statistics such as explained
variance, feature importances, and point importances.

Explained Variance
This section contains tables showing the explained variance on the testing dataset for all
combinations of saliency and attentive focus models.
FGS
WTA
Valence
Arousal
Dominance

2.8082%
0.7275%
0.1344%

FGS
LEVY
2.3458%
2.0909%
0.3782%

ITTI
WTA
1.6782%
0.77%
0.0086%

ITTI
LEVY
2.2294%
1.711%
0.0498%

SPEC
WTA
1.5407%
0.4045%
-0.1287%

SPEC
LEVY
2.7042%
1.2473%
0.4209%

GBVS
WTA
2.3866%
0.5203%
-0.1817%

GBVS
LEVY
2.3914%
2.232%
0.4324%

Feature Importances
This section contains tables showing the importance of features for all combinations of saliency
and attentive focus models. The tables are grouped by the emotions valence, arousal, and
dominance to make it easier to understand the interaction between features in each model. Since
the importances are originally calculated as combinations of features and number of points used
to calculate it, feature importances are calculated by summing over all the point sets for a given
feature.
Valence
FGS
FGS
ITTI
ITTI
SPEC
SPEC
GBVS
GBVS
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
Complexity 28.903% 17.719% 25.779% 15.112% 26.274% 11.451%
4.909% 26.708%
Length
18.033% 20.859% 23.254% 24.029% 15.715% 17.904% 23.539% 12.497%
Average
Orientation 23.577% 15.382% 20.836% 13.809% 19.220% 17.381% 19.161% 28.059%
Circular
Variance
29.487% 46.040% 30.131% 47.051% 38.791% 53.264% 52.391% 32.736%

Arousal
FGS
FGS
ITTI
ITTI
SPEC
SPEC
GBVS
GBVS
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
Complexity 22.785% 20.934% 18.548% 17.199% 2.123% 17.186%
7.235% 23.799%
Length
35.905% 15.948% 31.957% 13.995% 48.441% 18.043% 43.714% 17.202%
Average
Orientation 18.301% 19.604% 21.309% 26.011% 15.009% 22.458% 16.566% 16.294%
Circular
Variance
23.010% 43.514% 28.187% 42.795% 34.428% 42.313% 32.484% 42.705%
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Dominance
FGS
FGS
ITTI
ITTI
SPEC
SPEC
GBVS
GBVS
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
Complexity 20.515% 18.255% 20.699% 28.747% 9.757% 24.293%
8.823% 17.219%
Length
29.506% 21.123% 27.352% 18.889% 46.606% 18.484% 34.582% 19.854%
Average
Orientation 32.960% 17.696% 27.536% 21.546% 26.748% 16.347% 29.505% 26.786%
Circular
Variance
17.019% 42.927% 24.413% 30.819% 16.889% 40.876% 27.090% 36.141%

Point Importances
This section contains tables showing the importance of point sets for all combinations of saliency
and attentive focus models. The tables are grouped by the emotions valence, arousal, and
dominance to make it easier to understand the interaction between features in each model. The
tables are also separated by attentive focus type due to the difference in the number of points
needed. Since the importances are originally calculated as combinations of features and number
of points used to calculate it, point importances are calculated by summing over all the features
for a given point set.
Valence:
# of Points
5
10
20
30
50

FGS WTA
ITTI WTA
SPEC WTA
GBVS WTA
16.900%
11.124%
6.984%
19.547%
16.180%
27.961%
10.266%
7.819%
12.526%
9.955%
11.506%
11.595%
19.420%
18.463%
23.347%
17.859%
34.974%
28.975%
47.897%
43.179%

50
100
200
500
1000

FGS LEVY
ITTI LEVY
SPEC LEVY
GBVS LEVY
40.958%
34.661%
49.957%
39.227%
13.245%
20.584%
15.753%
13.876%
8.124%
18.693%
8.100%
11.504%
14.071%
10.460%
12.622%
12.051%
11.818%
15.602%
13.569%
23.341%

# of Points
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Arousal:
# of Points
5
10
20
30
50

FGS WTA
ITTI WTA
SPEC WTA
GBVS WTA
24.700%
11.137%
30.266%
15.578%
7.423%
16.762%
14.962%
25.608%
18.753%
19.574%
7.051%
16.550%
12.084%
16.130%
9.129%
6.622%
37.040%
27.901%
38.592%
35.642%

50
100
200
500
1000

FGS LEVY
ITTI LEVY
SPEC LEVY
GBVS LEVY
30.963%
31.430%
25.791%
40.673%
22.465%
15.056%
13.384%
14.335%
12.666%
10.461%
18.169%
13.504%
13.529%
13.908%
23.272%
6.103%
20.377%
29.144%
20.675%
25.385%

5
10
20
30
50

FGS WTA
ITTI WTA
SPEC WTA
GBVS WTA
10.631%
22.131%
26.729%
38.172%
19.169%
16.534%
11.040%
31.975%
21.627%
15.559%
21.518%
8.725%
18.540%
18.021%
10.631%
13.535%
30.034%
33.920%
30.083%
7.593%

50
100
200
500
1000

FGS LEVY
ITTI LEVY
SPEC LEVY
GBVS LEVY
10.628%
18.447%
30.330%
21.172%
17.222%
23.429%
22.640%
23.700%
28.726%
9.136%
14.112%
8.295%
20.155%
20.410%
7.941%
12.288%
23.269%
28.579%
24.977%
34.544%

# of Points

Dominance:
# of Points

# of Points

Predictions Distribution
This section contains tables with summary statistics for the predictions of the models on the
testing dataset for all combinations of saliency and attentive focus. The tables are grouped by the
emotions valence, arousal, and dominance.
Valence:

Min
Max
Mean
Std

FGS
FGS
ITTI
ITTI
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
3.62793 4.30213 3.54299 4.12699
5.33507 5.82704 5.50805
5.5648
4.69247 4.69267 4.69246 4.68971
0.18586 0.22538
0.1686
0.2145

SPEC
WTA
3.958493
5.974836
4.695111
0.157381

SPEC
LEVY
4.084818
5.54617
4.687605
0.207345

GBVS
WTA
3.861543
5.839141
4.696873
0.182659

GBVS
LEVY
4.3732834
5.5136406
4.6919869
0.2072533
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Arousal:

Min
Max
Mean
Std

FGS
FGS
ITTI
ITTI
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
4.72623 4.73303 4.72545 4.71162
5.71073 5.75982 5.77306 5.72712
5.05179 5.05118 5.05323 5.05086
0.09542 0.13784
0.0868 0.13659

SPEC
WTA
4.691546
5.973011
5.056616
0.083463

SPEC
LEVY
4.426251
5.78528
5.049746
0.133405

GBVS
WTA
4.728202
5.876633
5.054053
0.068645

GBVS
LEVY
4.5251181
5.80517
5.0520028
0.1338238

SPEC
WTA
4.674044
5.532166
5.004983
0.037504

SPEC
LEVY
4.652204
5.470531
5.00617
0.052225

GBVS
WTA
4.711805
5.20325
5.005139
0.035926

GBVS
LEVY
4.7545379
5.3725179
5.0052913
0.0534461

Dominance:

Min
Max
Mean
Std

FGS
FGS
ITTI
ITTI
WTA
LEVY
WTA
LEVY
4.70434 4.63447 4.62807 4.76034
5.20675 5.17235 5.16048 5.27899
5.00633 5.00477 5.00546 5.00618
0.03606 0.05044 0.03499 0.04974

Residuals Distribution
This section contains tables with summary statistics for the residuals of the predictions of the
models on the testing dataset for all combinations of saliency and attentive focus. The tables are
grouped by the emotions valence, arousal, and dominance.
Valence:

Min
Max
Mean
Std

FGS WTA
-3.36106
4.138957
0.026768
1.272021

FGS LEVY
-3.00582
4.244662
0.026567
1.275043

ITTI WTA ITTI LEVY
-3.37437 -3.14348
4.022252 4.122566
0.026774 0.02952
1.279395 1.275803

SPEC
WTA
-3.27115
4.338667
0.024123
1.280289

SPEC
LEVY
-3.06448
4.04552
0.031629
1.272702

GBVS
WTA
-3.14249
4.021926
0.022361
1.274777

GBVS
LEVY
-3.058249
4.1215928
0.0272471
1.2747462

ITTI WTA
-3.00512
3.180502
0.014096
0.994405

SPEC
WTA
-3.09789
3.222451
0.010711
0.996234

SPEC
LEVY
-3.05272
3.412618
0.017581
0.992011

GBVS
WTA
-2.98278
3.180086
0.013274
0.995656

GBVS
LEVY
-2.966407
3.3670304
0.015324
0.9870523

Arousal:

Min
Max
Mean
Std

FGS WTA
-2.97503
3.255203
0.015532
0.994618

FGS LEVY
-3.14484
3.399699
0.016151
0.987765

ITTI LEVY
-3.14761
3.366998
0.016464
0.989679
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Dominance:

Min
Max
Mean
Std

ITTI
SPEC
SPEC
FGS WTA FGS LEVY WTA
ITTI LEVY WTA
LEVY
-2.39176 -2.43755 -2.4310
-2.4416 -2.40813 -2.46474
2.058937 2.077883 2.08478 2.112064 2.06758 2.04646
-0.01087 -0.00932 -0.0100 -0.01073 -0.00953 -0.01071
0.643035 0.64225 0.64344 0.643307 0.643882 0.642112

GBVS
WTA
-2.46421
2.067601
-0.00968
0.644052

GBVS
LEVY
-2.417778
2.0875409
-0.009835
0.6420749
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Appendix B: Source Code
This appendix contains all the code necessary to generate saliency maps, scan paths, scan path
based features, and gradient boosting regression learning models (excluding various drivers). It
consists of three sections, one containing code for generating saliency maps, the second for
converting saliency maps into scan paths, and a third for machine learning including data
storage, feature generation, and creating the learning models. The first two sections have code
written in C++ and requires OpenCV as a dependency while the third section has code written in
Python and requires scikit learn and uses pylearn2 features (but not strictly a dependency).

Saliency Maps
This section contains code necessary for generating saliency maps. All classes take a 3-channel
color image object and output a 1-channel image.
Fine Grained Saliency
Note: Fine grained saliency was modified from the original code found at:
http://www.samontab.com/web/files/saliencylib.zip which was originally used for processing
video.
Due to the fact that the modifications to the original code were trivial, the code used in this thesis
has been omitted.
Itti-Koch Saliency
Itti.h:
#pragma once
#include <opencv/cv.h>
#include "Constants.h"
class Itti
{
public:
Itti();
void calculateSaliencyMap(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest);
private:
cv::Mat gabor0, gabor45, gabor90, gabor135;
static int c[3];
static int delta[2];
static int clength, deltalength;
static const int LOCAL_MAXIMA_WINDOW_SIZE = 8;
void
void
std::vector<cv::Mat>
void

calcOrientationFeatureMaps(std::vector<cv::Mat> pyramid, cv::Mat* dest);
calcColorFeatureMaps(std::vector<cv::Mat> red, std::vector<cv::Mat> green,
blue, std::vector<cv::Mat> yellow, cv::Mat* rg, cv::Mat* by);
calcIntensityFeatureMaps(std::vector<cv::Mat> pyramid, cv::Mat* dest);

void calcOrientationConspicuityMap(cv::Mat* ofm, cv::Mat &dest);
void calcColorConspicuityMap(cv::Mat* rg, cv::Mat* by, cv::Mat &dest);
void calcIntensityConspicuityMap(cv::Mat* ifm, cv::Mat &dest);
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void combineConspicuity(cv::Mat ocm, cv::Mat ccm, cv::Mat icm, cv::Mat &saliency);
void initGaborKernels();
void normalizationOperator(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest);
double getLocalMaxAvg(cv::Mat src, cv::Point globalMax);
void normalizeIntensity(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat thresh_intensity, cv::Mat &dest);
void acrossScaleAddition(cv::Mat fine, cv::Mat coarse, cv::Mat &dest);
void acrossScaleDifference(cv::Mat fine, cv::Mat coarse, cv::Mat &dest);
void getGeneralColor(cv::Mat red_in, cv::Mat green_in, cv::Mat blue_in, cv::Mat &red_out,
cv::Mat &green_out, cv::Mat &blue_out, cv::Mat &yellow_out);
void getIntensity(cv::Mat red, cv::Mat green, cv::Mat blue, cv::Mat &intensity);
void makeThreshIntensity(cv::Mat intensity, cv::Mat &thresh, double threshold = 0.1);
void getOrientation(cv::Mat intensity, cv::Mat &or0, cv::Mat &or45, cv::Mat &or90, cv::Mat
&or135);
};

Itti.cpp:
// Implementation of the classical Itti Saliency map algorithm
// Written by Michael Costa
#include "Itti.h"
#include <opencv/highgui.h>
using namespace cv;
using namespace std;
int
int
int
int

Itti::c[3] = {2,3,4};
Itti::delta[2] = {3,4};
Itti::clength = 3;
Itti::deltalength = 2;

Itti::Itti()
{
initGaborKernels();
}
void Itti::calculateSaliencyMap(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest)
{
Mat bgr_planes[3],
rg_cfm[6], by_cfm[6], int_ifm[6], or_ofm[24];
vector<Mat> r_pyramid, g_pyramid, b_pyramid, y_pyramid, i_pyramid;
Mat intensity, intensity_thresh,
r_thresh, g_thresh, b_thresh,
r_general, g_general, b_general, y_general,
ccm, icm, ocm, saliency;
Mat temp;
src.convertTo(temp, CV_32FC3);
split(temp, bgr_planes);
// First get the intensity image using the rgb components and make the threshold
getIntensity(bgr_planes[2], bgr_planes[1], bgr_planes[0], intensity);
makeThreshIntensity(intensity, intensity_thresh);
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// and applies those thresholds to the rgb planes
normalizeIntensity(bgr_planes[2], intensity_thresh, r_thresh);
normalizeIntensity(bgr_planes[1], intensity_thresh, g_thresh);
normalizeIntensity(bgr_planes[0], intensity_thresh, b_thresh);
// And generate the general color planes using these thresholded values
getGeneralColor(r_thresh, g_thresh, b_thresh, r_general, g_general, b_general, y_general);
// Now produce the 5 gaussian pyramids with 8 levels each from these planes
buildPyramid(r_general, r_pyramid, 8);
buildPyramid(g_general, g_pyramid, 8);
buildPyramid(b_general, b_pyramid, 8);
buildPyramid(y_general, y_pyramid, 8);
buildPyramid(intensity, i_pyramid, 8);
// Generate the feature maps
calcOrientationFeatureMaps(i_pyramid, or_ofm);
calcColorFeatureMaps(r_pyramid, g_pyramid, b_pyramid, y_pyramid, rg_cfm, by_cfm);
calcIntensityFeatureMaps(i_pyramid, int_ifm);
// Combine the feature maps into conspicuity maps
calcOrientationConspicuityMap(or_ofm, ocm);
calcColorConspicuityMap(rg_cfm, by_cfm, ccm);
calcIntensityConspicuityMap(int_ifm, icm);
// Finally combine the feature maps into the saliency map
combineConspicuity(ocm, ccm, icm, saliency);
// Normalize the saliency map, resize it and convert it to an integer matrix
resize(saliency, dest, src.size(), INTER_LINEAR);
dest.convertTo(dest, CV_8UC1, 255);
}
// Calculates 24 orientation feature maps where the 6 maps for each orientation are stored in a row
void Itti::calcOrientationFeatureMaps(vector<Mat> pyramid, cv::Mat* dest)
{
// Need to calculate gabor pyramids
Mat gabPyramid0[9], gabPyramid45[9], gabPyramid90[9], gabPyramid135[9];
Mat temp;
int s;
for (int i=0; i<9; i++)
{
getOrientation(pyramid[i], gabPyramid0[i], gabPyramid45[i], gabPyramid90[i],
gabPyramid135[i]);
}
for (int i=0; i<clength; i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<deltalength; j++)
{
s = c[i]+delta[j];
acrossScaleDifference(gabPyramid0[c[i]], gabPyramid0[s], temp);
dest[i*deltalength+j] = abs(temp);
acrossScaleDifference(gabPyramid45[c[i]], gabPyramid45[s], temp);
dest[i*deltalength+j+clength*deltalength] = abs(temp);
acrossScaleDifference(gabPyramid90[c[i]], gabPyramid90[s], temp);
dest[i*deltalength+j+clength*deltalength*2] = abs(temp);
acrossScaleDifference(gabPyramid135[c[i]], gabPyramid135[s], temp);
dest[i*deltalength+j+clength*deltalength*3] = abs(temp);
}
}
}
void Itti::calcColorFeatureMaps(vector<Mat> red, vector<Mat> green, vector<Mat> blue, vector<Mat> yellow,
cv::Mat* rg, cv::Mat* by)
{
Mat temp1, temp2, temp3;
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int s;
for (int i=0; i<clength; i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<deltalength; j++)
{
s = c[i] + delta[j];
temp1 = red[c[i]]-green[c[i]];
temp2 = green[s] - red[s];
acrossScaleDifference(temp1, temp2, temp3);
rg[i*deltalength+j] = abs(temp3);
temp1 = blue[c[i]]-yellow[c[i]];
temp2 = yellow[s]-blue[s];
acrossScaleDifference(temp1, temp2, temp3);
by[i*deltalength+j] = abs(temp3);
}
}
}
void Itti::calcIntensityFeatureMaps(vector<Mat> pyramid, cv::Mat* dest)
{
int s;
Mat temp;
for (int i=0; i<clength; i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<deltalength; j++)
{
s = c[i] + delta[j];
acrossScaleDifference(pyramid[c[i]], pyramid[s], temp);
dest[i*deltalength+j] = abs(temp);
}
}
}
void Itti::calcOrientationConspicuityMap(cv::Mat* ofm, cv::Mat &dest)
{
Mat temp, result[4];
dest = Mat::zeros(ofm[0].size(), ofm[0].type());
for (int k=0; k<4; k++)
{
result[k] = Mat::zeros(ofm[0].size(), ofm[0].type());
for (int i=0; i<clength; i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<deltalength; j++)
{
normalizationOperator(ofm[i*deltalength+k*clength*deltalength], temp);
acrossScaleAddition(result[k], temp, result[k]);
}
}
normalizationOperator(result[k], temp);
dest = dest + temp;
}
}
void Itti::calcColorConspicuityMap(cv::Mat* rg, cv::Mat* by, cv::Mat &dest)
{
Mat temp1, temp2, temp3,
result = Mat::zeros(rg[0].size(), rg[0].type());
result.setTo(0);
for (int i=0; i<clength; i++)
{
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for (int j=0; j<deltalength; j++)
{
normalizationOperator(rg[i*deltalength], temp1);
normalizationOperator(by[i*deltalength], temp2);
temp3 = temp1 + temp2;
acrossScaleAddition(result, temp3, result);
}
}
dest = result.clone();
}
void Itti::calcIntensityConspicuityMap(cv::Mat* ifm, cv::Mat &dest)
{
Mat temp, result = Mat::zeros(ifm[0].size(), ifm[0].type());
result.setTo(0);
for (int i=0; i<clength; i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<deltalength; j++)
{
normalizationOperator(ifm[i*deltalength], temp);
acrossScaleAddition(result, temp, result);
}
}
dest = result.clone();
}
void Itti::combineConspicuity(cv::Mat ocm, cv::Mat ccm, cv::Mat icm, cv::Mat &saliency)
{
Mat nocm, nccm, nicm;
// Apply the normalization
normalizationOperator(ocm,
normalizationOperator(ccm,
normalizationOperator(icm,

operator to the conspicuity maps
nocm);
nccm);
nicm);

saliency = (nocm + nccm + nicm)/3;
}
void Itti::initGaborKernels()
{
gabor0 = getGaborKernel(Size(GABOR_WINDOW_SIZE,GABOR_WINDOW_SIZE), 2*CV_PI, 0, GABOR_LAMBDA,
GABOR_LAMBDA);
gabor45 = getGaborKernel(Size(GABOR_WINDOW_SIZE,GABOR_WINDOW_SIZE), 2*CV_PI, CV_PI/4,
GABOR_LAMBDA, GABOR_LAMBDA);
gabor90 = getGaborKernel(Size(GABOR_WINDOW_SIZE,GABOR_WINDOW_SIZE), 2*CV_PI, CV_PI/2,
GABOR_LAMBDA, GABOR_LAMBDA);
gabor135 = getGaborKernel(Size(GABOR_WINDOW_SIZE,GABOR_WINDOW_SIZE), 2*CV_PI, 3*CV_PI/4,
GABOR_LAMBDA, GABOR_LAMBDA);
}
void Itti::normalizationOperator(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest)
{
Point ptGlobalMax;
double valueGlobalMax, localMaxAvg, coef;
Mat temp;
// Find the global maximum
minMaxLoc(src, NULL, &valueGlobalMax, NULL, &ptGlobalMax);
if (valueGlobalMax != 0)
temp = src / valueGlobalMax;
else
temp = src.clone();
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localMaxAvg = getLocalMaxAvg(temp, ptGlobalMax);
// Multiply the matrix by (global max - local max avg)^2 (global max is 1 since the matrix was
normalized by it)
coef = (1 - localMaxAvg)*(1 - localMaxAvg);
dest = temp * coef;
}
// Gets the average of all the local maxima in the matrix, uses an approximation that finds the maxima of
windows
// doesn't add to the average if the point is the global maximum
double Itti::getLocalMaxAvg(cv::Mat src, cv::Point globalMax)
{
double valueMaxTmp,
sumMaxima = 0;
int numMaxima = 0;
Point ptMaxTmp;
Mat subMat;
for (int y=0; y<src.rows-LOCAL_MAXIMA_WINDOW_SIZE; y+=LOCAL_MAXIMA_WINDOW_SIZE)
{
for (int x=0; x<src.cols-LOCAL_MAXIMA_WINDOW_SIZE; x+=LOCAL_MAXIMA_WINDOW_SIZE)
{
subMat = src(Rect(x, y, LOCAL_MAXIMA_WINDOW_SIZE, LOCAL_MAXIMA_WINDOW_SIZE));
minMaxLoc(subMat, NULL, &valueMaxTmp, NULL, &ptMaxTmp);
// If the point is not the same as the global max, it contributes to the average
if (ptMaxTmp.x != globalMax.x || ptMaxTmp.y != globalMax.y)
{
sumMaxima+=valueMaxTmp;
numMaxima++;
}
}
}
if (numMaxima == 0)
return 0;
else
return (sumMaxima/numMaxima);
}
// Threshold a matrix based on the intensity matrix
void Itti::normalizeIntensity(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat thresh_intensity, cv::Mat &dest)
{
dest = src.mul(thresh_intensity);
}
void Itti::acrossScaleAddition(cv::Mat fine, cv::Mat coarse, cv::Mat &dest)
{
Mat temp;
resize(coarse, temp, fine.size());
add(temp, fine, dest);
}
void Itti::acrossScaleDifference(cv::Mat fine, cv::Mat coarse, cv::Mat &dest)
{
Mat temp;
resize(coarse, temp, fine.size());
subtract(fine, temp, dest);
}
void Itti::getGeneralColor(cv::Mat red_in, cv::Mat green_in, cv::Mat blue_in, cv::Mat &red_out, cv::Mat
&green_out, cv::Mat &blue_out, cv::Mat &yellow_out)
{
red_out = red_in - (green_in + blue_in)/2;
green_out = green_in - (red_in + blue_in)/2;
blue_out = blue_in - (red_in + green_in)/2;
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yellow_out = (red_in+green_in)/2 - abs((red_in - green_in))/2 - blue_in;
}
void Itti::getIntensity(cv::Mat red, cv::Mat green, cv::Mat blue, cv::Mat &intensity)
{
intensity = (red+green+blue)/3;
}
// Normalize the intensity matrix and threshold it for the purpose of normalization of other matrices
void Itti::makeThreshIntensity(cv::Mat intensity, cv::Mat &thresh, double threshold)
{
double maxValue;
minMaxLoc(intensity, NULL, &maxValue);
if (maxValue != 0)
thresh = intensity / maxValue;
else
thresh = intensity;
cv::threshold(thresh, thresh, threshold, 0, CV_THRESH_TOZERO);
}
void Itti::getOrientation(cv::Mat intensity, cv::Mat &or0, cv::Mat &or45, cv::Mat &or90, cv::Mat &or135)
{
filter2D(intensity, or0, -1, gabor0);
filter2D(intensity, or45, -1, gabor45);
filter2D(intensity, or90, -1, gabor90);
filter2D(intensity, or135, -1, gabor135);
}

Spectral Residual Saliency
Spectral.h:
#pragma once
#include <opencv/cv.h>
class Spectral
{
public:
void calculateSaliencyMap(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest);
};

Spectral.cpp:
#include "Spectral.h"
using namespace cv;
void Spectral::calculateSaliencyMap(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest)
{
Mat gray, reduced,
realImage, imaginaryImage, combinedImage, DFT,
magnitude, angle,
logAmplitude, smoothedLogAmplitude, spectralResidual;
vector<Mat> components;
double maxValue;
// Convert to gray scale to get a single channel intensity
cvtColor(src, gray, CV_BGR2GRAY);
// Reduce to a 64x64 size as specified in the paper
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resize(gray, reduced, Size(64,64), 0, 0, INTER_LINEAR);
reduced.convertTo(realImage, CV_32FC1);
imaginaryImage = Mat::zeros(reduced.size(), CV_32FC1);
// Combine the two components, compute the Discrete Fourier Transform and get the components
components.push_back(realImage);
components.push_back(imaginaryImage);
merge(components, combinedImage);
dft(combinedImage, DFT);
split(DFT, components);
// Get the magnitude for calculating the log of the amplitude
cartToPolar(components[0], components[1], magnitude, angle);
log(magnitude, logAmplitude);
// As mentioned in the paper, smooth with a filter of size 3x3 for h_n
blur(logAmplitude, smoothedLogAmplitude, Size(3,3));
spectralResidual = logAmplitude - smoothedLogAmplitude;
exp(spectralResidual, magnitude);
polarToCart(magnitude, angle, components[0], components[1]);
merge(components, DFT);
// Compute the IDFT and smooth the square of the real component in the spatial domain by a
Gaussian
idft(DFT, combinedImage);
split(combinedImage, components);
cartToPolar(components[0], components[1], realImage, imaginaryImage);
GaussianBlur(realImage, realImage, Size(5,5), 8);
realImage = realImage.mul(realImage);
// Normalize the saliency map, resize, and convert to an integer matrix
minMaxLoc(realImage, NULL, &maxValue);
realImage = realImage / maxValue;
resize(realImage, dest, src.size(), 0, 0, INTER_LINEAR);
dest.convertTo(dest, CV_8UC1, 255);
}

Graph Based Visual Saliency
Note: Graph based visual saliency was based off a MATLAB implementation found here:
http://www.vision.caltech.edu/~harel/share/gbvs.zip. It was converted to C++ and slightly
optimized while removing unused features.

GBVS.h:
#pragma once
#include <opencv/cv.h>
#include "Constants.h"
class GBVS
{
public:
GBVS();
void calculateSaliencyMap(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest);
private:
cv::Mat gabor0_0, gabor0_90, gabor45_0, gabor45_90, gabor90_0, gabor90_90, gabor135_0,
gabor135_90;
void initGaborFilters();
void getFeatureMaps(cv::Mat image, cv::Size salMapSize, cv::vector<cv::Mat> &L,
cv::vector<cv::Mat> &c1, cv::vector<cv::Mat> &c2, cv::vector<cv::Mat> &intensity,
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cv::vector<cv::Mat> &or0, cv::vector<cv::Mat> &or45, cv::vector<cv::Mat> &or90,
cv::vector<cv::Mat> &or135);
void getOrientationMaps(cv::Mat intensity, cv::Mat &or0, cv::Mat &or45, cv::Mat &or90,
cv::Mat &or135);
void attenuateEdges(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest, int length = DEFAULT_ATTENUATION_LENGTH);
void getDKLColorMaps(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &L, cv::Mat &c1, cv::Mat &c2);
void getIntensityMap(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest);
cv::vector<cv::Size> calcSizes(cv::Size origSize, int minLevel, int maxLevel);
static float dkl_rgb_lut[256][3], dkl_lms0[], dkl_m[];
cv::Size graphSaliencyInit(cv::Mat src, cv::vector<cv::vector<int>> &locations, cv::Mat
&distance);
int nameNodes(cv::vector<cv::Size> sizes, cv::vector<cv::Mat> &named);
cv::vector<cv::vector<int>> partitionIndex(int N, int M);
cv::vector<cv::vector<int>> makeLocationMap(cv::vector<cv::Size> sizes,
cv::vector<cv::Mat> &named, int N);
void makeDistanceMatrix(cv::vector<cv::Size> sizes, cv::vector<cv::vector<int>> locations,
cv::Mat &distance);
cv::vector<cv::vector<int>> makeCombinations(int n, int r);
void graphSaliencyApply(cv::Mat src, cv::vector<cv::vector<int>> location, cv::Mat
distance, cv::Mat &dest, bool isActivation = true);
void convertPyramidLinear(cv::vector<cv::Mat> pyr, cv::vector<float> &dest);
void assignWeights(cv::vector<float> actLinear, cv::Mat distance, cv::Mat &markov);
void normalizeMarkov(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest);
cv::vector<float> principalEigenvector(cv::Mat markov);
void sumOverScales(cv::vector<float> values, cv::vector<cv::vector<int>> location, int
size, cv::vector<float> &components);
void reshapeVectorMatrix(cv::vector<float> components, cv::Size outputSize, cv::Mat
&dest);
};

GBVS.cpp:
// Implementation of the graph based visual saliency algorithm
// Based off matlab implementation at: http://www.vision.caltech.edu/~harel/share/gbvs.zip
// Converted to OpenCV by Michael Costa
#include "GraphSaliency.h"
using namespace cv;
using namespace std;
float GBVS::dkl_rgb_lut[256][3] = {
{ 0.024935f, 0.0076954f, 0.042291f },
{ 0.024974f, 0.0077395f, 0.042346f },
{ 0.025013f, 0.0077836f, 0.042401f },
{ 0.025052f, 0.0078277f, 0.042456f },
{ 0.025091f, 0.0078717f, 0.042511f },
{ 0.02513f, 0.0079158f, 0.042566f },
{ 0.025234f, 0.007992f, 0.042621f },
{ 0.025338f, 0.0080681f, 0.042676f },
{ 0.025442f, 0.0081443f, 0.042731f },
{ 0.025545f, 0.0082204f, 0.042786f },
{ 0.025649f, 0.0082966f, 0.042841f },
{ 0.025747f, 0.0084168f, 0.042952f },
{ 0.025844f, 0.0085371f, 0.043062f },
{ 0.025942f, 0.0086573f, 0.043172f },
{ 0.026039f, 0.0087776f, 0.043282f },
{ 0.026136f, 0.0088978f, 0.043392f },
{ 0.026234f, 0.0090581f, 0.043502f },
{ 0.026331f, 0.0092184f, 0.043612f },
{ 0.026429f, 0.0093788f, 0.043722f },
{ 0.026526f, 0.0095391f, 0.043833f },
{ 0.026623f, 0.0096994f, 0.043943f },
{ 0.026818f, 0.0099198f, 0.044141f },
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0.027013f, 0.01014f, 0.044339f },
0.027208f, 0.010361f, 0.044537f },
0.027403f, 0.010581f, 0.044736f },
0.027597f, 0.010802f, 0.044934f },
0.027857f, 0.010994f, 0.04522f },
0.028117f, 0.011186f, 0.045507f },
0.028377f, 0.011379f, 0.045793f },
0.028636f, 0.011571f, 0.046079f },
0.028896f, 0.011764f, 0.046366f },
0.029104f, 0.012068f, 0.046652f },
0.029312f, 0.012373f, 0.046938f },
0.029519f, 0.012677f, 0.047225f },
0.029727f, 0.012982f, 0.047511f },
0.029935f, 0.013287f, 0.047797f },
0.030273f, 0.013663f, 0.048326f },
0.03061f, 0.01404f, 0.048855f },
0.030948f, 0.014417f, 0.049383f },
0.031286f, 0.014794f, 0.049912f },
0.031623f, 0.01517f, 0.050441f },
0.032156f, 0.015707f, 0.051035f },
0.032688f, 0.016244f, 0.05163f },
0.033221f, 0.016782f, 0.052225f },
0.033753f, 0.017319f, 0.052819f },
0.034286f, 0.017856f, 0.053414f },
0.034961f, 0.018693f, 0.054493f },
0.035636f, 0.019531f, 0.055573f },
0.036312f, 0.020369f, 0.056652f },
0.036987f, 0.021206f, 0.057731f },
0.037662f, 0.022044f, 0.058811f },
0.038623f, 0.023246f, 0.060044f },
0.039584f, 0.024449f, 0.061278f },
0.040545f, 0.025651f, 0.062511f },
0.041506f, 0.026854f, 0.063744f },
0.042468f, 0.028056f, 0.064978f },
0.043857f, 0.029659f, 0.066806f },
0.045247f, 0.031263f, 0.068634f },
0.046636f, 0.032866f, 0.070463f },
0.048026f, 0.034469f, 0.072291f },
0.049416f, 0.036072f, 0.074119f },
0.051221f, 0.038156f, 0.076476f },
0.053026f, 0.04024f, 0.078833f },
0.054831f, 0.042325f, 0.081189f },
0.056636f, 0.044409f, 0.083546f },
0.058442f, 0.046493f, 0.085903f },
0.06039f, 0.048737f, 0.087996f },
0.062338f, 0.050982f, 0.090088f },
0.064286f, 0.053226f, 0.092181f },
0.066234f, 0.055471f, 0.094273f },
0.068182f, 0.057715f, 0.096366f },
0.070519f, 0.06012f, 0.098921f },
0.072857f, 0.062525f, 0.10148f },
0.075195f, 0.06493f, 0.10403f },
0.077532f, 0.067335f, 0.10659f },
0.07987f, 0.069739f, 0.10914f },
0.082208f, 0.072345f, 0.11176f },
0.084545f, 0.07495f, 0.11438f },
0.086883f, 0.077555f, 0.117f },
0.089221f, 0.08016f, 0.11963f },
0.091558f, 0.082766f, 0.12225f },
0.094026f, 0.085611f, 0.12533f },
0.096494f, 0.088457f, 0.12841f },
0.098961f, 0.091303f, 0.1315f },
0.10143f, 0.094148f, 0.13458f },
0.1039f, 0.096994f, 0.13767f },
0.10688f, 0.10028f, 0.14119f },
0.10987f, 0.10357f, 0.14471f },
0.11286f, 0.10685f, 0.14824f },
0.11584f, 0.11014f, 0.15176f },
0.11883f, 0.11343f, 0.15529f },
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0.12208f, 0.11695f, 0.15903f },
0.12532f, 0.12048f, 0.16278f },
0.12857f, 0.12401f, 0.16652f },
0.13182f, 0.12754f, 0.17026f },
0.13506f, 0.13106f, 0.17401f },
0.1387f, 0.13499f, 0.17819f },
0.14234f, 0.13892f, 0.18238f },
0.14597f, 0.14285f, 0.18656f },
0.14961f, 0.14677f, 0.19075f },
0.15325f, 0.1507f, 0.19493f },
0.15727f, 0.15519f, 0.19956f },
0.1613f, 0.15968f, 0.20419f },
0.16532f, 0.16417f, 0.20881f },
0.16935f, 0.16866f, 0.21344f },
0.17338f, 0.17315f, 0.21806f },
0.17805f, 0.17796f, 0.22291f },
0.18273f, 0.18277f, 0.22775f },
0.1874f, 0.18758f, 0.2326f },
0.19208f, 0.19238f, 0.23744f },
0.19675f, 0.19719f, 0.24229f },
0.20156f, 0.20224f, 0.24758f },
0.20636f, 0.20729f, 0.25286f },
0.21117f, 0.21234f, 0.25815f },
0.21597f, 0.21739f, 0.26344f },
0.22078f, 0.22244f, 0.26872f },
0.2261f, 0.22806f, 0.27423f },
0.23143f, 0.23367f, 0.27974f },
0.23675f, 0.23928f, 0.28524f },
0.24208f, 0.24489f, 0.29075f },
0.2474f, 0.2505f, 0.29626f },
0.25299f, 0.25651f, 0.3022f },
0.25857f, 0.26253f, 0.30815f },
0.26416f, 0.26854f, 0.3141f },
0.26974f, 0.27455f, 0.32004f },
0.27532f, 0.28056f, 0.32599f },
0.28156f, 0.28697f, 0.33238f },
0.28779f, 0.29339f, 0.33877f },
0.29403f, 0.2998f, 0.34515f },
0.30026f, 0.30621f, 0.35154f },
0.30649f, 0.31263f, 0.35793f },
0.3126f, 0.31904f, 0.36388f },
0.3187f, 0.32545f, 0.36982f },
0.32481f, 0.33186f, 0.37577f },
0.33091f, 0.33828f, 0.38172f },
0.33701f, 0.34469f, 0.38767f },
0.34325f, 0.3511f, 0.39361f },
0.34948f, 0.35752f, 0.39956f },
0.35571f, 0.36393f, 0.40551f },
0.36195f, 0.37034f, 0.41145f },
0.36818f, 0.37675f, 0.4174f },
0.37429f, 0.38317f, 0.42313f },
0.38039f, 0.38958f, 0.42885f },
0.38649f, 0.39599f, 0.43458f },
0.3926f, 0.4024f, 0.44031f },
0.3987f, 0.40882f, 0.44604f },
0.40494f, 0.41523f, 0.45198f },
0.41117f, 0.42164f, 0.45793f },
0.4174f, 0.42806f, 0.46388f },
0.42364f, 0.43447f, 0.46982f },
0.42987f, 0.44088f, 0.47577f },
0.43623f, 0.44689f, 0.48128f },
0.4426f, 0.45291f, 0.48678f },
0.44896f, 0.45892f, 0.49229f },
0.45532f, 0.46493f, 0.4978f },
0.46169f, 0.47094f, 0.5033f },
0.46792f, 0.47695f, 0.50837f },
0.47416f, 0.48297f, 0.51344f },
0.48039f, 0.48898f, 0.5185f },
0.48662f, 0.49499f, 0.52357f },
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0.49286f, 0.501f, 0.52863f },
0.49805f, 0.50701f, 0.53392f },
0.50325f, 0.51303f, 0.53921f },
0.50844f, 0.51904f, 0.54449f },
0.51364f, 0.52505f, 0.54978f },
0.51883f, 0.53106f, 0.55507f },
0.52442f, 0.53667f, 0.55969f },
0.53f, 0.54228f, 0.56432f },
0.53558f, 0.5479f, 0.56894f },
0.54117f, 0.55351f, 0.57357f },
0.54675f, 0.55912f, 0.57819f },
0.55182f, 0.56433f, 0.58304f },
0.55688f, 0.56954f, 0.58789f },
0.56195f, 0.57475f, 0.59273f },
0.56701f, 0.57996f, 0.59758f },
0.57208f, 0.58517f, 0.60242f },
0.57675f, 0.58998f, 0.60639f },
0.58143f, 0.59479f, 0.61035f },
0.5861f, 0.5996f, 0.61432f },
0.59078f, 0.60441f, 0.61828f },
0.59545f, 0.60922f, 0.62225f },
0.60065f, 0.61403f, 0.62709f },
0.60584f, 0.61884f, 0.63194f },
0.61104f, 0.62365f, 0.63678f },
0.61623f, 0.62846f, 0.64163f },
0.62143f, 0.63327f, 0.64648f },
0.62584f, 0.63808f, 0.65088f },
0.63026f, 0.64289f, 0.65529f },
0.63468f, 0.6477f, 0.65969f },
0.63909f, 0.65251f, 0.6641f },
0.64351f, 0.65731f, 0.6685f },
0.64857f, 0.66132f, 0.67269f },
0.65364f, 0.66533f, 0.67687f },
0.6587f, 0.66934f, 0.68106f },
0.66377f, 0.67335f, 0.68524f },
0.66883f, 0.67735f, 0.68943f },
0.67273f, 0.68136f, 0.69361f },
0.67662f, 0.68537f, 0.6978f },
0.68052f, 0.68938f, 0.70198f },
0.68442f, 0.69339f, 0.70617f },
0.68831f, 0.69739f, 0.71035f },
0.69221f, 0.7022f, 0.7141f },
0.6961f, 0.70701f, 0.71784f },
0.7f, 0.71182f, 0.72159f },
0.7039f, 0.71663f, 0.72533f },
0.70779f, 0.72144f, 0.72907f },
0.71169f, 0.72505f, 0.73348f },
0.71558f, 0.72866f, 0.73789f },
0.71948f, 0.73226f, 0.74229f },
0.72338f, 0.73587f, 0.7467f },
0.72727f, 0.73948f, 0.7511f },
0.73247f, 0.74349f, 0.75507f },
0.73766f, 0.74749f, 0.75903f },
0.74286f, 0.7515f, 0.763f },
0.74805f, 0.75551f, 0.76696f },
0.75325f, 0.75952f, 0.77093f },
0.75714f, 0.76393f, 0.77599f },
0.76104f, 0.76834f, 0.78106f },
0.76494f, 0.77275f, 0.78612f },
0.76883f, 0.77715f, 0.79119f },
0.77273f, 0.78156f, 0.79626f },
0.77792f, 0.78677f, 0.80132f },
0.78312f, 0.79198f, 0.80639f },
0.78831f, 0.79719f, 0.81145f },
0.79351f, 0.8024f, 0.81652f },
0.7987f, 0.80762f, 0.82159f },
0.80519f, 0.81283f, 0.82687f },
0.81169f, 0.81804f, 0.83216f },
0.81818f, 0.82325f, 0.83744f },
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0.82468f, 0.82846f, 0.84273f },
0.83117f, 0.83367f, 0.84802f },
0.83636f, 0.83888f, 0.85286f },
0.84156f, 0.84409f, 0.85771f },
0.84675f, 0.8493f, 0.86256f },
0.85195f, 0.85451f, 0.8674f },
0.85714f, 0.85972f, 0.87225f },
0.86364f, 0.86613f, 0.87819f },
0.87013f, 0.87255f, 0.88414f },
0.87662f, 0.87896f, 0.89009f },
0.88312f, 0.88537f, 0.89604f },
0.88961f, 0.89178f, 0.90198f },
0.8961f, 0.8986f, 0.90947f },
0.9026f, 0.90541f, 0.91696f },
0.90909f, 0.91222f, 0.92445f },
0.91558f, 0.91904f, 0.93194f },
0.92208f, 0.92585f, 0.93943f },
0.92857f, 0.93307f, 0.94493f },
0.93506f, 0.94028f, 0.95044f },
0.94156f, 0.94749f, 0.95595f },
0.94805f, 0.95471f, 0.96145f },
0.95455f, 0.96192f, 0.96696f },
0.96364f, 0.96954f, 0.97357f },
0.97273f, 0.97715f, 0.98018f },
0.98182f, 0.98477f, 0.98678f },
0.99091f, 0.99238f, 0.99339f },
1.0f, 1.0f, 1.0f },

};
float GBVS::dkl_lms0[] = { 34.918538957799996f, 19.314796676499999f, 0.585610818500000f };
float GBVS::dkl_m[] = { 18.32535f,
0.10325f,
1.05258f };

44.60077f,

7.46216f, 4.09544f,

28.20135f,

6.66066f, 0.02114f,

GBVS::GBVS()
{
initGaborFilters();
}
void GBVS::calculateSaliencyMap(Mat src, Mat &dest)
{
vector<vector<int>> locations;
Mat distance, temp;
Size master_size;
vector<Mat> L, c1, c2, intensity, or0, or45, or90, or135;
vector<Mat> actL, actC1, actC2, actIntensity, actOr0, actOr45, actOr90, actOr135;
vector<Mat> normL, normC1, normC2, normIntensity, normOr0, normOr45, normOr90, normOr135;
Mat avgL, avgC1, avgC2, avgIntensity, avgOr0, avgOr45, avgOr90, avgOr135;
Mat masterMap;
int maxDim, blurDim;
double blurStd;
Size blurSize;
// Initialise location and distance maps based on the image
master_size = graphSaliencyInit(src, locations, distance);
// Compute raw feature maps from image
getFeatureMaps(src, master_size, L, c1, c2, intensity, or0, or45, or90, or135);
// Compute activation maps from feature maps
for (int i=0; i<L.size(); i++)
{
graphSaliencyApply(L[i], locations, distance, temp, true);
actL.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(c1[i], locations, distance, temp, true);
actC1.push_back(temp.clone());
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graphSaliencyApply(c2[i], locations, distance, temp, true);
actC2.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(intensity[i], locations, distance, temp, true);
actIntensity.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(or0[i], locations, distance, temp, true);
actOr0.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(or45[i], locations, distance, temp, true);
actOr45.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(or90[i], locations, distance, temp, true);
actOr90.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(or135[i], locations, distance, temp, true);
actOr135.push_back(temp.clone());
}
// Normalize activation maps
for (int i=0; i<L.size(); i++)
{
graphSaliencyApply(actL[i], locations, distance, temp, false);
normL.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(actC1[i], locations, distance, temp, false);
normC1.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(actC2[i], locations, distance, temp, false);
normC2.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(actIntensity[i], locations, distance, temp, false);
normIntensity.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(actOr0[i], locations, distance, temp, false);
normOr0.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(actOr45[i], locations, distance, temp, false);
normOr45.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(actOr90[i], locations, distance, temp, false);
normOr90.push_back(temp.clone());
graphSaliencyApply(actOr135[i], locations, distance, temp, false);
normOr135.push_back(temp.clone());
}
// Average across maps within each feature channel
avgL = Mat::zeros(normL[0].size(), CV_32FC1);
avgC1 = Mat::zeros(normC1[0].size(), CV_32FC1);
avgC2 = Mat::zeros(normC2[0].size(), CV_32FC1);
avgIntensity = Mat::zeros(normIntensity[0].size(), CV_32FC1);
avgOr0 = Mat::zeros(normOr0[0].size(), CV_32FC1);
avgOr45 = Mat::zeros(normOr45[0].size(), CV_32FC1);
avgOr90 = Mat::zeros(normOr90[0].size(), CV_32FC1);
avgOr135 = Mat::zeros(normOr135[0].size(), CV_32FC1);
for (int i=0; i<normL.size(); i++)
{
avgL = avgL + normL[i];
avgC1 = avgC1 + normC1[i];
avgC2 = avgC2 + normC2[i];
avgIntensity = avgIntensity + normIntensity[i];
avgOr0 = avgOr0 + normOr0[i];
avgOr45 = avgOr45 + normOr45[i];
avgOr90 = avgOr90 + normOr90[i];
avgOr135 = avgOr135 + normOr135[i];
}
avgL /= normL.size();
avgC1 /= normC1.size();
avgC2 /= normC2.size();
avgIntensity /= normIntensity.size();
avgOr0 /= normOr0.size();
avgOr45 /= normOr45.size();
avgOr90 /= normOr90.size();
avgOr135 /= normOr135.size();
// Sum across feature channels
masterMap = avgL + avgC1 + avgC2 + avgIntensity +
avgOr0 + avgOr45 + avgOr90 + avgOr135;
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attenuateEdges(masterMap, masterMap, ATTENUATE_POST_LENGTH);
// Blur for better results
maxDim = max(masterMap.cols, masterMap.rows);
blurStd = maxDim * BLUR_FRAC;
blurDim = cvRound(blurStd*3);
if (blurDim % 2 == 0)
blurDim++;
blurSize = Size(blurDim, blurDim);
GaussianBlur(masterMap, masterMap, blurSize, blurStd);
// Resize the master map and convert it to integer format (while normalizing to between 0 and 255)
resize(masterMap, masterMap, src.size(), 0.0, 0.0, INTER_CUBIC);
normalize(masterMap, dest, 0, 255, NORM_MINMAX, CV_8UC1);
}
void GBVS::initGaborFilters()
{
int filterSize = (int)(sqrt(10)*GABOR_FILTER_STD*GABOR_FILTER_ASPECT);
gabor0_0 = getGaborKernel(Size(filterSize, filterSize), GABOR_FILTER_STD, 0,
GABOR_FILTER_WAVELENGTH, GABOR_FILTER_ASPECT, 0);
gabor0_90 = getGaborKernel(Size(filterSize, filterSize), GABOR_FILTER_STD, 0,
GABOR_FILTER_WAVELENGTH, GABOR_FILTER_ASPECT, CV_PI/2);
gabor45_0 = getGaborKernel(Size(filterSize, filterSize), GABOR_FILTER_STD, CV_PI/4,
GABOR_FILTER_WAVELENGTH, GABOR_FILTER_ASPECT, 0);
gabor45_90 = getGaborKernel(Size(filterSize, filterSize), GABOR_FILTER_STD, CV_PI/4,
GABOR_FILTER_WAVELENGTH, GABOR_FILTER_ASPECT, CV_PI/2);
gabor90_0 = getGaborKernel(Size(filterSize, filterSize), GABOR_FILTER_STD, CV_PI/2,
GABOR_FILTER_WAVELENGTH, GABOR_FILTER_ASPECT, 0);
gabor90_90 = getGaborKernel(Size(filterSize, filterSize), GABOR_FILTER_STD, CV_PI/2,
GABOR_FILTER_WAVELENGTH, GABOR_FILTER_ASPECT, CV_PI/2);
gabor135_0 = getGaborKernel(Size(filterSize, filterSize), GABOR_FILTER_STD, CV_PI*3/4,
GABOR_FILTER_WAVELENGTH, GABOR_FILTER_ASPECT, 0);
gabor135_90 = getGaborKernel(Size(filterSize, filterSize), GABOR_FILTER_STD, CV_PI*3/4,
GABOR_FILTER_WAVELENGTH, GABOR_FILTER_ASPECT, CV_PI/2);
}
// Simply calculates the sizes of the maps in an image pyramid given an original size and a range of
values
// using 1 based indexing (i.e. 1 is the original level and 2 is the second level)
vector<Size> GBVS::calcSizes(Size origSize, int minLevel, int maxLevel)
{
vector<Size> result;
for (int i=1; i<=maxLevel; i++)
{
if (i >= minLevel)
result.push_back(origSize);
origSize = Size((origSize.width+1)/2, (origSize.height+1)/2);
}
return result;
}
// Simply assigns numerical indices to each position in the maps
int GBVS::nameNodes(vector<Size> sizes, vector<Mat> &named)
{
Mat entry;
int count = 0;
named.clear();
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for (int i=0; i<sizes.size(); i++)
{
entry = Mat::zeros(sizes[i], CV_32SC1);
for (int j=0; j<sizes[i].height; j++)
{
for (int k=0; k<sizes[i].width; k++)
{
entry.at<int>(j, k) = count;
count++;
}
}
named.push_back(entry);
}
return count;
}
Size GBVS::graphSaliencyInit(Mat src, vector<vector<int>> &location, Mat &distance)
{
// Calculate the dimensions of the master saliency map
double scale = float(SALIENCY_MAP_MAX_SIZE)/max(src.cols, src.rows);
Size master_size = Size(cvRound(src.cols*scale), cvRound(src.rows*scale));
// Get the sizes for the pyramid of saliency maps
vector<Size> sal_sizes = calcSizes(master_size, 1, MAX_COMPUTE_LEVEL);
// Name the nodes using the pyramid sizes
int N;
vector<Mat> named;
N = nameNodes(sal_sizes, named);
// Create a location map using this information
location = makeLocationMap(sal_sizes, named, N);
// Finally create a distance matrix
// Note: unnecessary to create a connection matrix since the original version always creates a
fully connected matrix which is just a matrix of ones
makeDistanceMatrix(sal_sizes, location, distance);
return master_size;
}
void GBVS::getOrientationMaps(cv::Mat intensity, cv::Mat &or0, cv::Mat &or45, cv::Mat &or90, cv::Mat
&or135)
{
Mat g0_0, g0_90, g45_0, g45_90, g90_0, g90_90, g135_0, g135_90;
// Apply the gabor kernels to the intensity image and sum the absolute value of the two of the
same theta
filter2D(intensity, g0_0, CV_32F, gabor0_0, Point(-1, -1), 0.0, BORDER_REPLICATE);
filter2D(intensity, g0_90, CV_32F, gabor0_90, Point(-1, -1), 0.0, BORDER_REPLICATE);
filter2D(intensity, g45_0, CV_32F, gabor45_0, Point(-1, -1), 0.0, BORDER_REPLICATE);
filter2D(intensity, g45_90, CV_32F, gabor45_90, Point(-1, -1), 0.0, BORDER_REPLICATE);
filter2D(intensity, g90_0, CV_32F, gabor90_0, Point(-1, -1), 0.0, BORDER_REPLICATE);
filter2D(intensity, g90_90, CV_32F, gabor90_90, Point(-1, -1), 0.0, BORDER_REPLICATE);
filter2D(intensity, g135_0, CV_32F, gabor135_0, Point(-1, -1), 0.0, BORDER_REPLICATE);
filter2D(intensity, g135_90, CV_32F, gabor135_90, Point(-1, -1), 0.0, BORDER_REPLICATE);
or0 = abs(g0_0) + abs(g0_90);
or45 = abs(g45_0) + abs(g45_90);
or90 = abs(g90_0) + abs(g90_90);
or135 = abs(g135_0) + abs(g135_90);
// Attenuate the edges of the orientation maps
attenuateEdges(or0, or0);
attenuateEdges(or45, or45);
attenuateEdges(or90, or90);
attenuateEdges(or135, or135);
}
void GBVS::attenuateEdges(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest, int length)
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{
Mat roi;
double factor;
Size dim = src.size();
dest = src.clone();
// Don't try to attenuate edges larger than the image
if (length > dim.width || length > dim.height)
return;
for (int i=0; i<length; i++)
{
factor = ((float)(i+1))/(length+1);
// Get the rows and columns that are "i" pixels away from the edge and multiply by factor
roi = dest(Rect(i, 0, 1, dim.height));
roi *= factor;
roi = dest(Rect(dim.width - 1 - i, 0, 1, dim.height));
roi *= factor;
roi = dest(Rect(0, i, dim.width, 1));
roi *= factor;
roi = dest(Rect(0, dim.height - 1 - i, dim.width, 1));
roi *= factor;
}
}
// Convert the image from rgb to dkl channels (luminosity and two color channels) which offers better
performance than straight rgb
void GBVS::getDKLColorMaps(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &L, cv::Mat &c1, cv::Mat &c2)
{
double fac = 1.0 / (dkl_lms0[0] + dkl_lms0[1]);
double mm[] = { sqrt(3.0)*fac, sqrt(3.0)*fac, 0.0,
sqrt(dkl_lms0[0]*dkl_lms0[0]+dkl_lms0[1]*dkl_lms0[1])/dkl_lms0[0]*fac,
-sqrt(dkl_lms0[0]*dkl_lms0[0]+dkl_lms0[1]*dkl_lms0[1])/dkl_lms0[1]*fac, 0.0, -fac, -fac,
(dkl_lms0[0]+dkl_lms0[1])/dkl_lms0[2] * fac };
Mat
Mat
Mat
Mat

lut_mat = Mat(256, 3, CV_32FC1, &dkl_rgb_lut);
aa1, aa2, aa3;
lms1, lms2, lms3;
dkl1, dkl2, dkl3;

Mat bgr_planes[3];
split(src, bgr_planes);
// Note: added clone because LUT asserts lut.isContinuous()
LUT(bgr_planes[2], lut_mat.col(0).clone(), aa1);
LUT(bgr_planes[1], lut_mat.col(1).clone(), aa2);
LUT(bgr_planes[0], lut_mat.col(2).clone(), aa3);
// Convert to LMS
lms1 = dkl_m[0] * aa1 + dkl_m[1] * aa2 + dkl_m[2] * aa3 - dkl_lms0[0];
lms2 = dkl_m[3] * aa1 + dkl_m[4] * aa2 + dkl_m[5] * aa3 - dkl_lms0[1];
lms2 = dkl_m[6] * aa1 + dkl_m[7] * aa2 + dkl_m[8] * aa3 - dkl_lms0[2];
// Finally convert to
dkl1 = mm[0] * lms1 +
dkl2 = mm[3] * lms1 +
dkl3 = mm[6] * lms1 +

DKL
mm[1] * lms2 + mm[2] * lms3;
mm[4] * lms2 + mm[5] * lms3;
mm[7] * lms2 + mm[8] * lms3;

// And lastly to DKLn
L = dkl1 * 0.5774;
c1 = dkl2 * 2.7525;
c2 = dkl3 * 0.4526;
}
void GBVS::getIntensityMap(Mat src, Mat &dest)
{
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Mat bgr_planes[3];
split(src, bgr_planes);
max(bgr_planes[0], bgr_planes[1], dest);
max(dest, bgr_planes[2], dest);
dest.convertTo(dest, CV_32FC1);
}
void GBVS::getFeatureMaps(Mat image, Size salMapSize, vector<Mat> &L, vector<Mat> &c1, vector<Mat> &c2,
vector<Mat> &intensity,
vector<Mat> &or0, vector<Mat> &or45, vector<Mat> &or90, vector<Mat> &or135)
{
Mat current;
int level = 1;
Mat lIntensity, lOr0, lOr45, lOr90, lOr135, lL, lC1, lC2;
// Start at level 1 of the pyramid (don't bother computing maps for original image)
pyrDown(image, current);
// Keep going until we reach the max number of levels or the image is too small
while (level <= MAX_COMPUTE_LEVEL && (current.size().width > 2 && current.size().height > 2))
{
// For this implementation of GBVS, only supporting the "DIO" channels in the Matlab
implementation,
// original version also supported RGB channels (as an alternative to "D") and
motion/flicker channels for video
getIntensityMap(current, lIntensity);
getOrientationMaps(lIntensity, lOr0, lOr45, lOr90, lOr135);
getDKLColorMaps(current, lL, lC1, lC2);
resize(lIntensity, lIntensity, salMapSize, 0.0, 0.0, INTER_CUBIC);
resize(lOr0, lOr0, salMapSize, 0.0, 0.0, INTER_CUBIC);
resize(lOr45, lOr45, salMapSize, 0.0, 0.0, INTER_CUBIC);
resize(lOr90, lOr90, salMapSize, 0.0, 0.0, INTER_CUBIC);
resize(lOr135, lOr135, salMapSize, 0.0, 0.0, INTER_CUBIC);
resize(lL, lL, salMapSize, 0.0, 0.0, INTER_CUBIC);
resize(lC1, lC1, salMapSize, 0.0, 0.0, INTER_CUBIC);
resize(lC2, lC2, salMapSize, 0.0, 0.0, INTER_CUBIC);
L.push_back(lL);
c1.push_back(lC1);
c2.push_back(lC2);
intensity.push_back(lIntensity);
or0.push_back(lOr0);
or45.push_back(lOr45);
or90.push_back(lOr90);
or135.push_back(lOr135);
pyrDown(current, current);
level++;
}
}
// Partitions the indices such that N entries are put into M bins
// returns a vector of M bins containing indices for N
vector<vector<int>> GBVS::partitionIndex(int N, int M)
{
vector<vector<int>> result;
vector<int> temp;
int count = 0,
binsize = N/M,
remainder = N % M,
current;
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for (int i=0; i<M; i++)
{
current = binsize;
temp = vector<int>();
if (i==0)
current += cvFloor(remainder/2.0);
else if (i == M-1)
current += cvCeil(remainder/2.0);
for (int j=0; j<current; j++)
{
temp.push_back(count);
count++;
}
result.push_back(temp);
}
return result;
}
// Creates a location map that maps nodes at higher levels to the nodes at the first level
// (since each node at a higher level represents multiple nodes in the first level)
vector<vector<int>> GBVS::makeLocationMap(vector<Size> sizes, vector<Mat> &named, int N)
{
vector<vector<int>> locations, row_partition, col_partition;
vector<int> xcoords, ycoords;
int map_origin, map_dest;
// Initialise the location map for each value
for (int i=0; i<N; i++)
locations.push_back(vector<int>());
for (int i=0; i<sizes.size(); i++)
{
row_partition = partitionIndex(sizes[0].height, sizes[i].height);
col_partition = partitionIndex(sizes[0].width, sizes[i].width);
for (int j=0; j<sizes[i].height; j++)
{
for (int k=0; k<sizes[i].width; k++)
{
map_origin = named[i].at<int>(j, k);
ycoords = row_partition[j];
xcoords = col_partition[k];
for (int ii=0; ii<ycoords.size(); ii++)
{
for (int jj=0; jj<xcoords.size(); jj++)
{
map_dest = named[0].at<int>(ycoords[ii], xcoords[jj]);
locations[map_origin].push_back(map_dest);
}
}
}
}
}
return locations;
}
// Outputs all combinations of r elements selected from {1,2,...,n}
// Based from: http://stackoverflow.com/questions/9430568/generating-combinations-in-c
cv::vector<cv::vector<int>> GBVS::makeCombinations(int n, int r)
{
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vector<vector<int>> result;
vector<int> temp;
vector<bool> v(n);
fill(v.begin() + r, v.end(), true);
do
{
temp = vector<int>();
for (int i=0; i < n; i++)
{
if (!v[i])
temp.push_back(i+1);
}
result.push_back(temp);
} while (next_permutation(v.begin(), v.end()));
return result;
}
void GBVS::makeDistanceMatrix(vector<Size> sizes, vector<vector<int>> locations, Mat &distance)
{
vector<int> num_nodes, offsets;
int N = 0, mapsize;
Point p1, p2;
float d;
vector<vector<int>> combinations;
vector<int> a1_nodes, b1_nodes;
int index_a, index_b, size_a, size_b;
float mean_distance;
// Calculate some numbers to simplify accessing nodes at each resolution level
for (int i=0; i<sizes.size(); i++)
{
num_nodes.push_back(sizes[i].width*sizes[i].height);
offsets.push_back((i == 0) ? 0 : offsets[i-1] + num_nodes[i-1]);
N += num_nodes[i];
}
distance = Mat::zeros(Size(N,N), CV_32FC1);
// Form clique on all nodes in same scale
for (int i=0; i<sizes.size(); i++)
{
mapsize = num_nodes[i];
for (int j=0; j<mapsize; j++)
{
for (int k=0; k<mapsize; k++)
{
// Calculate the positions of the points within the map
p1 = Point(j % sizes[i].width, j / sizes[i].width);
p2 = Point(k % sizes[i].width, k / sizes[i].width);
// Calculate the distance as simply the sum of squared differences of the
points
d = (p1.x - p2.x)*(p1.x - p2.x) + (p1.y - p2.y)*(p1.y - p2.y);
distance.at<float>(offsets[i]+k, offsets[i]+j) = d *
num_nodes[0]/mapsize;
}
}
}
// For distances that are across scales, the distance is equivalent to the mean distance of the
points when projected onto level 1
combinations = makeCombinations(sizes.size(), 2);
for (int i=0; i<combinations.size(); i++)
{
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// Get the indices of level a and level b
index_a = combinations[i][0]-1;
index_b = combinations[i][1]-1;
size_a = num_nodes[index_a];
size_b = num_nodes[index_b];
// Consider each pair of nodes in the two maps
for (int j=0; j<size_a; j++)
{
for (int k=0; k<size_b; k++)
{
// And translate the nodes into level-1 nodes using the location map
a1_nodes = locations[offsets[index_a]+j];
b1_nodes = locations[offsets[index_b]+k];
// And calculate the mean distance between each pair of nodes
mean_distance = 0;
for (int a=0; a<a1_nodes.size(); a++)
{
for (int b=0; b<b1_nodes.size(); b++)
{
// Calculate the positions of the points within the map
at level 1
p1 = Point(a1_nodes[a] % sizes[0].width, a1_nodes[a] /
sizes[0].width);
p2 = Point(b1_nodes[b] % sizes[0].width, b1_nodes[b] /
sizes[0].width);
// Calculate the distance as simply the sum of squared
differences of the points
d = (p1.x - p2.x)*(p1.x - p2.x) + (p1.y - p2.y)*(p1.y p2.y);
// and add it to the mean distance so far
mean_distance += d;
}
}
// Divide by the total number to complete the mean calculation
mean_distance /= (a1_nodes.size()*b1_nodes.size());
// and store the result for both directions
distance.at<float>(j,k) = mean_distance;
distance.at<float>(k,j) = mean_distance;
}
}
}
}
// Given a feature map, forms a graph over the location and computes the equilibrium distribution over
states.
// The parameter isActivation determines the type of algorithm and which sets of parameters to use, if
true uses activation
// parameters, otherwise uses normalization algorithm
void GBVS::graphSaliencyApply(Mat src, vector<vector<int>> location, Mat distance, Mat &dest, bool
isActivation)
{
// If performing normalization, just using the simple and fastest method of raising map values to
a power
// original implementation does have a more complicated normalization scheme, but recommends to no
longer use
if (!isActivation)
{
pow(src, 1.5, dest);
return;
}
vector<Mat> actPyr;
Mat distanceWeight, markov,
temp = src.clone();
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vector<float> actLinear;
vector<float> components;
int P;
double sig = SIGMA_FRACTION * (src.cols + src.rows)/2;
vector<float> eigen;
// Create an activation pyramid and conver to linear array
for (int i=1; i<=MAX_COMPUTE_LEVEL; i++)
{
actPyr.push_back(temp);
pyrDown(temp, temp);
}
convertPyramidLinear(actPyr, actLinear);
// Get a weight matrix based on distance matrix
distanceWeight = (-1 * distance) / (2 * sig * sig);
exp(distanceWeight, distanceWeight);
// Assign edge weights based on distances between nodes and the saliency difference
// to create a state transition matrix
assignWeights(actLinear, distance, markov);
// Make it a markov matrix (normalize so each column sums to 1)
normalizeMarkov(markov, markov);
// Find the principal eigenvector
eigen = principalEigenvector(markov);
// Collapse multiresolution representation back onto one scale
sumOverScales(eigen, location, (src.cols*src.rows), components);
// Arrange the nodes back into a rectangular map
reshapeVectorMatrix(components, src.size(), dest);
}
// Converts an image pyramid to a linear array
void GBVS::convertPyramidLinear(vector<Mat> pyr, vector<float> &dest)
{
for (int i=0; i<pyr.size(); i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<pyr[i].rows; j++)
{
for (int k=0; k<pyr[i].cols; k++)
{
dest.push_back(pyr[i].at<float>(j, k));
}
}
}
}
// Assign weights based off distance and saliency difference to create a markov matrix
void GBVS::assignWeights(vector<float> actLinear, Mat distance, Mat &markov)
{
int P = actLinear.size();
markov = Mat::zeros(Size(P, P), CV_32FC1);
for (int i=0; i<P; i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<P; j++)
{
markov.at<float>(i, j) = distance.at<float>(i, j) * abs(actLinear[i] actLinear[j]);
}
}
}
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// Normalize the columns to add up to one to make it into a markov matrix
void GBVS::normalizeMarkov(cv::Mat src, cv::Mat &dest)
{
// Calculate the column sums of the matrix
Mat colSum;
reduce(src, colSum, 0, CV_REDUCE_SUM);
// Divide each column by its column sum
dest = src.clone();
for (int i=0; i<src.cols; i++)
{
dest.col(i) /= colSum.at<float>(0, i);
}
}
// Find the principal eigenvector of the markov matrix
cv::vector<float> GBVS::principalEigenvector(cv::Mat markov)
{
int P = markov.cols;
double df = 1;
float s;
Mat v, oldv, old2v;
vector<float> result;
v = Mat::ones(Size(1, P), CV_32FC1)/P;
while (df > EIGEN_TOL)
{
oldv = v.clone();
old2v = oldv.clone();
v = markov * v;
df = norm(oldv-v);
s = sum(v)[0];
if (s >= 0)
continue;
else
{
v = old2v.clone();
break;
}
}
v /= sum(v)[0];
for (int i=0; i<P; i++)
result.push_back(v.at<float>(i, 0));
return result;
}
void GBVS::sumOverScales(vector<float> values, vector<vector<int>> location, int size, vector<float>
&components)
{
float temp;
int loc;
components = vector<float>(size);
for (int i=0; i<values.size(); i++)
{
temp = values[i] / location[i].size();
for (int j=0; j<location[i].size(); j++)
{
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loc = location[i][j];
components[loc] += temp;
}
}
}
// Reshapes the components vector into a matrix of outputSize. Assumes outputSize.width*outputSize.height
== components.size().
void GBVS::reshapeVectorMatrix(vector<float> components, Size outputSize, Mat &dest)
{
assert((outputSize.height * outputSize.width) == components.size());
Point p;
dest = Mat::zeros(outputSize, CV_32FC1);
for (int i=0; i<components.size(); i++)
{
p = Point(i % outputSize.width, i / outputSize.width);
dest.at<float>(p) = components[i];
}
}

Constants
Note: This file is just a set of constants shared by multiple files.
Constants.h:
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

GABOR_FILTER_STD 2
GABOR_FILTER_WAVELENGTH 2
GABOR_FILTER_ASPECT 2
GABOR_LAMBDA 0.25
GABOR_GAMMA 1
GABOR_WINDOW_SIZE 25
DEFAULT_ATTENUATION_LENGTH 13
ATTENUATE_POST_LENGTH 4
MAX_COMPUTE_LEVEL 4
SALIENCY_MAP_MAX_SIZE 32
SIGMA_FRACTION 0.15
EIGEN_TOL 0.0001
BLUR_FRAC 0.03

Scan Paths
Scan paths contain code necessary to convert saliency maps into a list of points representing the
scan path. The first file, FocusTrack, also contains auxiliary code for drawing the scan paths on
to an image.
Focus Track
FocusTrack.h:
#pragma once
#include <opencv/cv.h>
#define
#define
#define
#define

DEFAULT_FOA_RADIUS_PROP 0.10
ARROW_COLOR cv::Scalar(0, 255, 255)
ARROW_THICKNESS 2
ARROW_ALPHA 45
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#define
#define
#define
#define

ARROW_LEN 15
CIRCLE_COLOR cv::Scalar(255, 0, 0)
CIRCLE_THICKNESS 1
TEXT_COLOR cv::Scalar(0, 255, 255)

class FocusTrack
{
public:
FocusTrack(double foaRadiusProp = DEFAULT_FOA_RADIUS_PROP);
void drawFoaMovement(cv::Mat img, cv::Mat &dest, std::vector<cv::Point> points, bool
drawCircles = true, bool drawLines = true, bool drawNumbers = false);
protected:
double foaRadiusProp;
void drawArrowLine(cv::Mat &dest, cv::Point start, cv::Point end);
double calcFoaRadius(cv::Mat img);
};

FocusTrack.cpp:
#include "FocusTrack.h"
using namespace cv;
using namespace std;
FocusTrack::FocusTrack(double foaRadiusProp)
{
this->foaRadiusProp = foaRadiusProp;
}
double FocusTrack::calcFoaRadius(Mat img)
{
return min(img.cols, img.rows)*this->foaRadiusProp;
}
void FocusTrack::drawFoaMovement(Mat img, Mat &dest, vector<Point> points, bool drawCircles, bool
drawLines, bool drawNumbers)
{
Point prev = Point(-1, -1);
double foaRadius = calcFoaRadius(img);
// Number drawing related
String numText;
ostringstream ss;
dest = img.clone();
if (drawCircles)
{
// Draw the circles first
for (int i=0; i<points.size(); i++)
{
circle(dest, points[i], foaRadius, CIRCLE_COLOR, CIRCLE_THICKNESS);
}
}
if (drawLines)
{
// Draw the lines over the circles
for (int i=0; i<points.size(); i++)
{
if (prev != Point(-1, -1))
drawArrowLine(dest, prev, points[i]);
prev = points[i];
}
}
if (drawNumbers)
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{
for (int i=0; i<points.size(); i++)
{
ss << (i+1);
putText(dest, ss.str(), Point(points[i].x + 2, points[i].y + 2),
FONT_HERSHEY_COMPLEX_SMALL, 0.8, TEXT_COLOR);
ss.str("");
}
}
}
// Draws a line with an arrow pointing in the direction of the line at the mid point
void FocusTrack::drawArrowLine(Mat &dest, Point start, Point end)
{
Point midPoint, arrowPoint;
midPoint = Point((start.x+end.x)/2, (start.y + end.y)/2);
double angle = atan2((double)(start.y - end.y), (double)(start.x - end.x));
line(dest, start, end, ARROW_COLOR, ARROW_THICKNESS);
arrowPoint.x = midPoint.x + ARROW_LEN * cos(angle + CV_PI * ARROW_ALPHA / 180);
arrowPoint.y = midPoint.y + ARROW_LEN * sin(angle + CV_PI * ARROW_ALPHA / 180);
line(dest, midPoint, arrowPoint, ARROW_COLOR, ARROW_THICKNESS);
arrowPoint.x = midPoint.x + ARROW_LEN * cos(angle - CV_PI * ARROW_ALPHA / 180);
arrowPoint.y = midPoint.y + ARROW_LEN * sin(angle - CV_PI * ARROW_ALPHA / 180);
line(dest, midPoint, arrowPoint, ARROW_COLOR, ARROW_THICKNESS);
}

Winner Take All
WTAFocus.h:
#pragma once
#include <opencv/cv.h>
#include "FocusTrack.h"
#define DEFAULT_RECOVER_FACTOR 30
#define DEFAULT_NUM_STEPS 50
class WTA : public FocusTrack
{
public:
WTA(int numSteps = DEFAULT_NUM_STEPS, double recoveryFactor = DEFAULT_RECOVER_FACTOR,
double foa_prop = DEFAULT_FOA_RADIUS_PROP);
std::vector<cv::Point> generateScanPath(cv::Mat img, bool useWindow = true, cv::Point
start = cv::Point(-1, -1));
private:
int numSteps;
double recoveryFactor;
cv::Point calculateMaxLocation(cv::Mat img, cv::Point current = cv::Point(-1,-1), bool
useWindow = true);
void inhibitResponse(cv::Mat img, cv::Mat &dest, cv::Point location, double std);
void recoverImage(cv::Mat original, cv::Mat inhibited, cv::Mat &dest);
void transformWindow(cv::Mat img, cv::Mat &dest);
};

WTAFocus.cpp:
#include "WTAFocus.h"
using namespace cv;
using namespace std;
WTA::WTA(int numSteps, double recoveryFactor, double foa_prop) : FocusTrack(foa_prop)
{
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this->recoveryFactor = recoveryFactor;
this->numSteps = numSteps;
}
// Finds the maximum value in the image (assumes single channel). If multiple global maxima exist,
// selects the point closest to the current point
Point WTA::calculateMaxLocation(Mat img, Point current, bool useWindow)
{
Point result;
double maxValue,
newDistance,
closestDistance = -1;
Mat temp;
// If no point given, use the center of the image
if ((current.x == -1) && (current.y = -1))
{
current = Point((int)img.cols/2, (int)img.rows/2);
}
if (useWindow)
{
transformWindow(img, temp);
}
else
{
temp = img;
}
// Find the max value, minMaxLoc only returns one location, so not ideal in the case of multiple
values
minMaxLoc(temp, NULL, &maxValue);
for (int i=0; i<temp.rows; i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<temp.cols; j++)
{
if ((useWindow && temp.at<float>(i, j) == maxValue) || (!useWindow &&
temp.at<uchar>(i, j) == maxValue))
{
newDistance = ((current.x-j)*(current.x-j) + (current.y-i)*(current.yi));
if (closestDistance == -1 || newDistance < closestDistance)
{
closestDistance = newDistance;
result = Point(j, i);
}
}
}
}
return result;
}
// Inhibits the response in the region with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation std
void WTA::inhibitResponse(Mat img, Mat &dest, Point location, double std)
{
Mat gauss, padded, roi;
double scaleFactor;
int size;
// Calculate the size of the Gaussian kernel
size = std * 6;
if (size % 2 == 0)
size++;
// Produce the 2D gaussian kernel
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gauss = getGaussianKernel(size, std);
gauss = gauss * gauss.t();
scaleFactor = img.at<uchar>(location);
scaleFactor = scaleFactor / gauss.at<double>((size-1)/2, (size-1)/2);
gauss *= scaleFactor;
gauss.convertTo(gauss, CV_8UC1);
// Pad the image to safely be able to subtract the kernel from the image
copyMakeBorder(img, padded, size/2, size/2, size/2, size/2, BORDER_CONSTANT, Scalar(0));
roi = Mat(padded, Rect(location.x, location.y, size, size));
roi -= gauss;
dest = Mat(padded, Rect(size/2, size/2, img.cols, img.rows));
}
// Recovers from the inhibitation of the image by averaging the inhibited image towards the original image
void WTA::recoverImage(Mat original, Mat inhibited, Mat &dest)
{
double recover = this->recoveryFactor;
addWeighted(original, 1/recover, inhibited, (1-1/recover), 0, dest);
}
// Performs iterations of the WTA scheme on the image and returns the points visited
vector<Point> WTA::generateScanPath(Mat img, bool useWindow, Point start)
{
vector<Point> result;
Mat inhibited = img.clone();
Point current;
// By the standard deviation for inhibition is defined as half the focus of attention radius
double foaRadius = calcFoaRadius(img),
inhibitStd = foaRadius/2;
// If start is (-1, -1), set it to the center of the image
if ((start.x == -1) && (start.y == -1))
start = Point(img.cols/2, img.rows/2);
current = start;
for (int i=0; i<this->numSteps; i++)
{
// First find the maximum closest to the most recent point
current = calculateMaxLocation(inhibited, current, useWindow);
result.push_back(current);
// Next inhibit the image at the given position
inhibitResponse(inhibited, inhibited, current, inhibitStd);
// Recover a little, to allow previously inhibited locations to return
recoverImage(img, inhibited, inhibited);
}
return result;
}
void WTA::transformWindow(Mat img, Mat &dest)
{
int window = cvRound(calcFoaRadius(img)/2);
Mat kernel = Mat::zeros(2*window+1, 2*window+1, CV_32FC1);
float *p = (float *)kernel.data;
// Create the Gaussian kernel
for (int i=-window; i<=window; i++)
for (int j=-window; j<=window; j++)
p[(i+window)*kernel.cols+j+window] = exp(-(i*i+j*j));
kernel /= sum(kernel)[0];
// and apply it to the image
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filter2D(img, dest, CV_32FC1, kernel, Point(-1,-1), 0.0, BORDER_REPLICATE);
}

Levy Flights
Note: Levy flight code was based off the following implementation in MATLAB:
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/38512-visual-scanpaths-via-constrainedlevy-exploration-of-a-saliency-landscape/content/CLE/cleGenerateScanpath.m, which I
converted to C++ and implemented MATLAB features not available in OpenCV/C++.
LevyFocus.h:
/*
--------------------------------------------------------------------Constrained Levy Exploration DEMO
----Designed by Giuseppe Boccignone
----http://homes.di.unimi.it/~boccignone/GiuseppeBoccignone_webpage/Stochastic.html
--Dipartimento di Informatica
----Universita' di Milano, Italy
----Copyright 2011, Universita' di Milano
----All rights reserved.
--------------------------------------------------------------------Permission to use, copy, or modify this software and its documentation
for educational and research purposes only and without fee is hereby
granted, provided that this copyright notice and the original authors'
names appear on all copies and supporting documentation. For any
other uses of this software, in original or modified form, including
but not limited to distribution in whole or in part, specific prior
permission must be obtained from University of Salerno and the
authors. These programs shall not be used, rewritten, or adapted as
the basis of a commercial software or hardware product without first
obtaining appropriate licenses from U. Salerno. The University
makes no representations about the suitability of this software for
any purpose. It is provided "AS IS" without express or implied
warranty.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

---

Modified by Michael Costa for OpenCV
*/
#pragma once
#include <opencv/cv.h>
#include "FocusTrack.h"
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

DEFAULT_TAU_V 0.01
POTENTIAL_SCALE_FACTOR 100
DEFAULT_ALPHA_STABLE 1.0
DEFAULT_BETA_STABLE 0
DEFAULT_GAMMA_STABLE 1
DEFAULT_DELTA_STABLE 0
DEFAULT_NUM_STEPS 1000
DEFAULT_KP 0.5
DEFAULT_KR 0.5
DEFAULT_NUM_SAMPLE 50
DEFAULT_TIME_STEP 0.1
DEFAULT_METROPOLIS_T 25

class Levy : public FocusTrack
{
public:
Levy(int num_steps = DEFAULT_NUM_STEPS, double tau_v = DEFAULT_TAU_V, double alpha_stable
= DEFAULT_ALPHA_STABLE,
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double beta_stable = DEFAULT_BETA_STABLE, double gamma_stable =
DEFAULT_GAMMA_STABLE, double delta_stable = DEFAULT_DELTA_STABLE,
int num_samples = DEFAULT_NUM_SAMPLE, double kp = DEFAULT_KP, double kr =
DEFAULT_KR, double time_step = DEFAULT_TIME_STEP,
double metropolis_t = DEFAULT_METROPOLIS_T, double foa_prop =
DEFAULT_FOA_RADIUS_PROP);
std::vector<cv::Point> generateScanPath(cv::Mat sal, cv::Point start = cv::Point(-1, -1));
private:
double tau_v, alpha_stable, beta_stable, gamma_stable, delta_stable, kp, kr, time_step,
metropolis_t;
int num_steps, num_samples;
void computePotential(cv::Mat sal, cv::Mat &dest, cv::Mat &deltaX, cv::Mat &deltaY);
void stableRandom(cv::Mat &dest, cv::RNG &rng, double alpha, double beta, double gamma,
double delta, int rows, int cols);
double weightSaliency(cv::Mat sal, cv::Point location, double sigma);
cv::Point levyShiftGaze(cv::Mat sal, cv::Mat gradX, cv::Mat gradY, cv::Point old);
};

LevyFocus.cpp:
#include "LevyFocus.h"
using namespace cv;
using namespace std;
Levy::Levy(int num_steps, double tau_v, double alpha_stable, double beta_stable, double gamma_stable,
double delta_stable,
int num_samples, double kp, double kr, double time_step, double metropolis_t,
double foa_prop) : FocusTrack(foa_prop)
{
this->tau_v = tau_v;
this->alpha_stable = alpha_stable;
this->beta_stable = beta_stable;
this->gamma_stable = gamma_stable;
this->delta_stable = delta_stable;
this->num_steps = num_steps;
this->num_samples = num_samples;
this->kp = kp;
this->kr = kr;
this->time_step = time_step;
this->metropolis_t = metropolis_t;
}
vector<Point> Levy::generateScanPath(Mat sal, Point start)
{
Mat potential, gradX, gradY;
Point candidate, current;
vector<Point> result;
RNG rng(time(0));
double weightedSalOld, weightedSalNew, deltaSal,
p, tr, rho;
// Determine foa size as a proportion of the size of the image
int foaSize = calcFoaRadius(sal);
// If the point is (-1, -1), set it to the center of the image
if (start == Point(-1, -1))
start = Point((int)sal.cols/2, (int)sal.rows/2);
current = start;
result.push_back(current);
// First, compute the potential along with its gradient
computePotential(sal, potential, gradX, gradY);
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// Compute the FOA shifts
while (result.size() < this->num_steps)
{
// Get the candidate point
candidate = levyShiftGaze(sal, gradX, gradY, current);
// Compute the weighted window saliency difference between the candidate point and the old
point
weightedSalNew = weightSaliency(sal, candidate, foaSize);
weightedSalOld = weightSaliency(sal, current, foaSize);
deltaSal = weightedSalNew - weightedSalOld;
// If an increase in saliency, no need to do anything with probability, so just accept it
if (deltaSal > 0)
{
result.push_back(candidate);
current = candidate;
}
// Otherwise, there was a decrease (or equal) in saliency, in which case we
probabilistically accept the point
// based on a metropolis step
else
{
p = exp(deltaSal/this->metropolis_t);
tr = min(p, 1.0);
rho = rng.uniform(0.0, 1.0);
// Accepted probabilistically
if (rho < tr)
{
result.push_back(candidate);
current = candidate;
}
}
}
return result;
}
// Computes the potential of the saliency map as well as the gradient
void Levy::computePotential(Mat sal, Mat &dest, Mat &deltaX, Mat &deltaY)
{
Mat padded, deltaUp, deltaDown, deltaRight, deltaLeft, temp;
int rows = sal.rows,
cols = sal.cols;
sal.convertTo(temp, CV_32FC1);
// The potential is e^(-tau_v * saliency)
exp(-this->tau_v*temp, dest);
dest *= POTENTIAL_SCALE_FACTOR;
// Pad the image to be able to use all the values for calculating the gradient
copyMakeBorder(dest, padded, 1, 1, 1, 1, BORDER_CONSTANT, Scalar(0));
// Calculate each of the directional changes and average each of the two along the same axis
deltaUp = padded(Rect(1, 0, cols, rows)) - dest;
deltaDown = padded(Rect(1, 2, cols, rows)) - dest;
deltaRight = padded(Rect(2, 1, cols, rows)) - dest;
deltaLeft = padded(Rect(0, 1, cols, rows)) - dest;
deltaX = (deltaLeft + deltaRight)/2;
deltaY = (deltaUp + deltaDown)/2;
}
// Stable random number generator, returns a rows x cols matrix of iid stable random numbers with
characteristic
// exponent alpha, skewness beta, scale parameter gamma, and location parameter delta.
// Alpha, beta, gamma, and delta must be scalars which fall in the following ranges:
// 0 < alpha <= 2, -1 <= beta <= 1, 0 < gamma < inf, -inf < delta < inf
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// Adapted to OpenCV from Matlab: http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/37514-stbl-alphastable-distributions-for-matlab/content/STBL_CODE/stblrnd.m
void Levy::stableRandom(Mat &dest, RNG &rng, double alpha, double beta, double gamma, double delta, int
rows, int cols)
{
Mat a = Mat::zeros(1,1, CV_32FC1),
b = Mat::ones(1, 1, CV_32FC1);
Mat V, W, sclshiftV;
double B, S, constant;
double temp1, temp2, temp3;
float *dest_p, *v_p, *w_p, *s_p;
dest = Mat(rows, cols, CV_32FC1);
dest_p = (float *)dest.data;
// Check the parameters
if (alpha <= 0 || alpha > 2)
throw std::invalid_argument("'alpha' must be a scalar which lies in the interval (0,2]");
if (abs(beta) > 1)
throw std::invalid_argument("'beta' must be a scalar which lies in the interval [-1, 1]");
if (gamma < 0)
throw std::invalid_argument("'gamma' must be a non-negative scalar");
// Gaussian distribution
if (alpha == 2)
{
rng.fill(dest, RNG::NORMAL, a, b);
dest *= sqrt(2);
}
// Cauchy distribution
else if (alpha == 1 && beta == 0)
{
rng.fill(dest, RNG::UNIFORM, a, b);
dest = CV_PI/2 * (2*dest - 1);
// Apply tan to the matrix componentwise, can't use LUT for speedup
for (int i=0; i<rows; i++)
for (int j=0; j<cols; j++)
dest_p[i*cols+j] = tan(dest_p[i*cols+j]);
}
// Levy distribution
else if (alpha == 0.5 && abs(beta) == 1)
{
rng.fill(dest, RNG::UNIFORM, a, b);
pow(dest, -2, dest);
dest *= beta;
}
// Symmetric alpha-stable
else if (beta == 0)
{
V = Mat(rows, cols, CV_32FC1);
W = Mat(rows, cols, CV_32FC1);
v_p = (float *)V.data;
w_p = (float *)W.data;
rng.fill(V, RNG::UNIFORM, a, b);
V = CV_PI/2 * (2*V - 1);
rng.fill(W, RNG::UNIFORM, a, b);
log(W, W);
W = -W;
for (int i=0; i<rows; i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<cols; j++)
{
temp1 = v_p[i*cols+j];
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temp2 = w_p[i*cols+j];
dest_p[i*cols+j] = sin(alpha * temp1) / (pow(cos(temp1), 1/alpha)) *
pow((cos(temp1*(1-alpha)) / temp2), (1-alpha)/alpha);
}
}
}
// General case, alpha not 1
else if (alpha != 1)
{
V = Mat(rows, cols, CV_32FC1);
W = Mat(rows, cols, CV_32FC1);
v_p = (float *)V.data;
w_p = (float *)W.data;
rng.fill(V, RNG::UNIFORM, a, b);
rng.fill(W, RNG::UNIFORM, a, b);
V = CV_PI/2 * (2*V - 1);
log(W, W);
W = -W;
constant = beta * tan(CV_PI*alpha/2);
B = atan(constant);
S = pow((1 + constant * constant), (1/(2*alpha)));
for (int i=0; i<rows; i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<cols; j++)
{
temp1 = v_p[i*cols+j];
temp2 = w_p[i*cols+j];
dest_p[i*cols+j] = S * sin(alpha*temp1 + B) / pow(cos(temp1), (1/alpha))
* pow((cos((1-alpha) * temp1 - B) / temp2), (1-alpha)/alpha);
}
}
}
// General case, alpha = 1
else
{
V = Mat(rows, cols, CV_32FC1);
W = Mat(rows, cols, CV_32FC1);
v_p = (float *)V.data;
w_p = (float *)W.data;
rng.fill(V, RNG::UNIFORM, a, b);
rng.fill(W, RNG::UNIFORM, a, b);
V = CV_PI/2 * (2*V - 1);
log(W, W);
W = -W;
sclshiftV = CV_PI/2 + beta * V;
s_p = (float *)sclshiftV.data;
for (int i=0; i<rows; i++)
{
for (int j=0; j<cols; j++)
{
temp1 = v_p[i*cols+j];
temp2 = w_p[i*cols+j];
temp3 = s_p[i*cols+j];
dest_p[i*cols+j] = 2/CV_PI * (temp3 * tan(temp1) - beta * log((CV_PI/2 *
temp2 * cos(temp1))/temp3));
}
}
}
// Scale and shift
if (alpha != 1)
{
dest = gamma * dest + delta;
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}
else
{
dest = gamma * dest + 2/CV_PI * beta * gamma * log(gamma) + delta;
}
}
// Weights the saliency at a certain point (x,y) by using Gaussian windows centered at that point
double Levy::weightSaliency(Mat sal, Point location, double sigma)
{
Mat F, salRoi, dist;
double weighted;
int window = cvRound(sigma/2),
rows = sal.rows,
cols = sal.cols,
x = location.x,
y = location.y;
if ((y-window) >= 0 && (y+window) < rows && (x-window) >= 0 && (x+window) < cols)
{
salRoi = Mat(sal, Rect(x-window, y-window, 2*window+1, 2*window+1));
dist = Mat::zeros(2*window+1, 2*window+1, CV_32FC1);
for (int i=-window; i<=window; i++)
for (int j=-window; j<=window; j++)
dist.at<float>(j+window, i+window) = exp(-(i*i+j*j));
dist/=CV_PI;
salRoi.convertTo(salRoi, CV_32FC1);
F = salRoi.mul(dist);
weighted = sum(F)[0];
}
else
{
weighted = sal.at<uchar>(location);
}
return weighted;
}
// Computes the gaze shift as a Levy walk step implemented through a Langevin-like Stochastic Differential
Equation (SDE)
// where the random component is sampled from an alpha-stable distribution.
Point Levy::levyShiftGaze(Mat sal, Mat gradX, Mat gradY, Point old)
{
RNG rng(time(0));
Mat r, theta;
vector<Point> candidates;
Point result;
double temp1, temp2, tempX, tempY,
deltaSal, maxDelta = -numeric_limits<double>::max();
double num_samples = this->num_samples,
h = this->time_step,
kR = this->kr,
kP = this->kp;
double foaSize = calcFoaRadius(sal);
double alpha_stable = this->alpha_stable,
beta_stable = this->beta_stable,
// Resize the gamma_stable to be dependent on the size of the foa (since gamma is the
scale parameter)
gamma_stable = 4*foaSize*foaSize,
//gamma_stable = this->gamma_stable,
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delta_stable = this->delta_stable;
int rows = sal.rows,
cols = sal.cols;
// Keep drawing points until at least one of them is valid
while (candidates.size() == 0)
{
// Draw the distances for each of the candidates
stableRandom(r, rng, alpha_stable, beta_stable, gamma_stable, delta_stable, 1,
num_samples);
// Randomly generate a direction from a uniform distribution in the interval (-Pi, Pi)
theta = Mat(1, num_samples, CV_32FC1);
rng.fill(theta, RNG::UNIFORM, Mat::zeros(1,1, CV_32FC1), Mat::ones(1,1, CV_32FC1));
theta = 2*CV_PI*theta - CV_PI;
// Calculate the actual candidate points
for (int i=0; i<num_samples; i++)
{
temp1 = theta.at<float>(0, i);
temp2 = r.at<float>(0, i);
tempX = cvRound(old.x + h * (-kP*gradX.at<float>(cvRound(old.y), cvRound(old.x))
+ kR * temp2 * cos(temp1)));
tempY = cvRound(old.y + h * (-kP*gradY.at<float>(cvRound(old.y), cvRound(old.x))
+ kR * temp2 * sin(temp1)));
// A valid point need only be a point within the image
if (tempX >= 0 && tempX < cols && tempY >= 0 && tempY < rows)
candidates.push_back(Point(tempX, tempY));
}
}
// Go through the candidate points and find the one with the largest change in saliency (not
necessarily positive)
for (int i=0; i<candidates.size(); i++)
{
deltaSal = sal.at<uchar>(candidates[i]) - sal.at<uchar>(old);
if (deltaSal > maxDelta)
{
result = candidates[i];
maxDelta = deltaSal;
}
}
return result;
}

Machine Learning
Machine learning contains various code for converting scan path coordinates to features,
building gradient boosting regression models, and compressing datasets for storage. It is written
in python and uses scikit learn. There are two files ScanPath.py and ScanFeatures.py that use
pylearn2, but this is not a strict requirement as it was primarily used in legacy versions and is
now being used for data compression (could be replaced with pytables for large datasets or
simply numpy arrays for smaller data or systems with sufficient memory).
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Scan Path
ScanPath.py:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

ScanPath class, interprets the text file generated by the opencv code and parses
it for the coordinates of the scan path specific to the combination of saliency
and attentive focus and stores it in a numpy 2d array
Based on pylearn2 dense_design_matrix, which compresses the data and stores the
data hierarchically (allowing for manipulation of datasets larger than memory).
The main features of pylearn2 are no longer being used, so could be replaced with
pytables for large datasets or simply numpy arrays if sufficient memory or smaller data.
Written by Michael Costa

from pylearn2.datasets import dense_design_matrix
from pylearn2.utils.string_utils import preprocess
import numpy, re
class ScanPath(dense_design_matrix.DenseDesignMatrix):
def __init__(self, which_sal, which_foa, weight_file='simple_mean_averages.txt'):
entries = 16386
if which_foa == 'wta':
col = 50*2
else:
col = 1000*2
path = preprocess('${PYLEARN2_DATA_PATH}/scan_path/')
pids = []
centroids = {}
Y = []
with open(path+weight_file) as f:
# Skip the first line
f.readline()
for line in f:
d = line.split('\t')
pids.append(int(d[0]))
centroids[int(d[0])] = [float(d[1]), float(d[2]), float(d[3])]
pids = set(pids)
data = numpy.memmap(path+'data_mat.dat', dtype='float32', mode='w+', shape=(entries, col))
# Maps saliency and foa to indices, gbvs is in a file so really just included as a technicality
map_sal = {'fgs':0,'itti':1,'spec':2, 'gbvs':3}
map_foa = {'wta':0, 'levy':1}
row = 0
if which_foa == 'wta':
if which_sal == 'fgs' or which_sal == 'itti' or which_sal == 'spec':
index = map_foa[which_foa]*3 + map_sal[which_sal]
fname = path+'scan_path.txt'
else:
index = map_foa[which_foa]
fname = path+'scan_path_4.txt'
else:
index = map_sal[which_sal]
fname = path+'scan_path_repeat_fixed_0.txt'
with open(fname) as f:
for line in f:
d = line.split('|')
w = int(d[1])
h = int(d[2])
p = int(d[0])
if p not in pids:
continue
# Get the data corresponding to this particular subset
subset = d[3+index][1:-1]
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# Get all the numbers in the subset
nums = re.findall('\d+', subset)
nums = [int(x) for x in nums]
nums = numpy.array(nums)
if row >= len(data):
print row
data[row, ::2] = nums[::2]/float(w)
data[row, 1::2] = nums[1::2]/float(h)
Y.append(centroids[p])
row = row + 1
X = data
Y = numpy.array(Y)
super(ScanPath, self).__init__(X=numpy.array(X), y=Y)

Scan Features
ScanFeatures.py:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

ScanFeatures class, loads pickled ScanPath instances and calculates the
scan path features length, angle, circular variance, and complexity
Based on pylearn2 dense_design_matrix, which compresses the data and stores the
data hierarchically (allowing for manipulation of datasets larger than memory).
The main features of pylearn2 are no longer being used, so could be replaced with
pytables for large datasets or simply numpy arrays if sufficient memory or smaller data.
Written by Michael Costa

from pylearn2.datasets import dense_design_matrix
from pylearn2.utils.string_utils import preprocess
from pylearn2.utils import serial
from scanPathConvert import ConvertScanPath
import numpy, os, random
class ScanFeatures(dense_design_matrix.DenseDesignMatrix):
def __init__(self, which_set, which_sal, which_foa, pointSets, randOrder=None,
which_source='data_output', train_mean=None, train_std=None):
ntrain = 9832
nvalid = 3277
path = preprocess('${HOME}/Documents/scan_path/')
os.chdir(path)
data = serial.load('%s/%s_%s.pkl' % (which_source, which_sal, which_foa))
X_old = data.get_data()[0]
Y = data.get_data()[1]
# Create a random order to shuffle the data
if randOrder == None:
randOrder = range(len(Y))
random.shuffle(randOrder)
self.randOrder = randOrder
# Shuffle the data
X_old = X_old[randOrder,:]
Y = Y[randOrder,:]
if which_set == 'train':
X_old = X_old[:ntrain,:]
Y = Y[:ntrain,:]
elif which_set == 'valid':
X_old = X_old[ntrain:ntrain+nvalid,:]
Y = Y[ntrain:ntrain+nvalid,:]
elif which_set == 'test':
X_old = X_old[ntrain+nvalid:,:]
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Y = Y[ntrain+nvalid:,:]
elif which_set == 'combined':
X_old = X_old[:ntrain+nvalid,:]
Y = Y[:ntrain+nvalid,:]
else:
raise ValueError("which_set must be train, valid, combined, or test")
X_new = numpy.zeros((len(X_old), 4*len(pointSets)), dtype='float32')
# Compute the features for each point subset and store in the array
for i in range(len(pointSets)):
l, a = ConvertScanPath.computeLengthAngleStats(X_old[:,:2*pointSets[i]])
c = ConvertScanPath.computeComplexityStats(X_old[:,:2*pointSets[i]])
X_new[:,i*4] = l
X_new[:,i*4+1] = a[:,0]
X_new[:,i*4+2] = a[:,1]
X_new[:,i*4+3] = c
# Normalize the columns of the array to have unit variance and zero mean
if train_mean == None or train_std == None:
train_mean = X_new.mean(axis=0)
train_std = X_new.std(axis=0)
X_new = (X_new - train_mean)/train_std
self.train_mean = train_mean
self.train_std = train_std
super(ScanFeatures, self).__init__(X=X_new, y=Y)

Scan Path Convert
scanPathConvert.py:
#
#
#
#
#
#
#

Class that handles the conversion from scan path coordinates into
scan path features.
Also has a set of functions for generating box plots of the individual
features.
Written by Michael Costa

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import math, numpy, os
from pylearn2.utils import serial
from pylearn2.utils.string_utils import preprocess
class ConvertScanPath:
salList = ["fgs", "itti", "spec", "gbvs"]
foaList = ["wta", "levy"]
foaLengths = {'wta':[5,10,20,30,50],'levy':[50,100,200,500,1000]}
@staticmethod
def getPoint(data, i, j):
return (data[i, j*2], data[i, j*2+1])
@staticmethod
def getAngle(p1, p2):
a = math.atan2(p2[1]-p1[1], p2[0]-p1[0])
if a < 0:
a = a + math.pi
elif a > math.pi:
a = a - math.pi
return a
@staticmethod
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def getCircularStats(angles, lengths):
sumx = 0
sumy = 0
sumWeights = sum(lengths)
for x in xrange(len(angles)):
sumx = sumx + lengths[x]*math.cos(angles[x])
sumy = sumy + lengths[x]*math.sin(angles[x])
sumx = sumx / sumWeights
sumy = sumy / sumWeights
mean = math.atan2(sumy, sumx)
std = 1-math.sqrt(sumx*sumx+sumy*sumy)
return (mean, std)
@staticmethod
def getLength(p1, p2):
return math.sqrt((p1[0]-p2[0])**2 + (p1[1]-p2[1])**2)
@staticmethod
def getComplexity(points, i, j):
ti = 1.0/i
tj = 1.0/j
dist = numpy.zeros((i,j))
for p in points:
x = math.floor(p[0]/tj)
y = math.floor(p[1]/ti)
dist[y,x] = dist[y,x] + 1
dist = dist / len(points)
e = 0
for a in range(i):
for b in range(j):
if dist[a,b] != 0:
e = e - (dist[a,b]*math.log(dist[a,b]))
return e
# Combines features from multiple scan paths into a set of averaged features
@staticmethod
def combineStatistics(lengths, avgAngles, angleVars, complexities):
sumx = 0
sumy = 0
for a in avgAngles:
sumx = sumx + math.cos(a)
sumy = sumy + math.sin(a)
sumx = sumx / len(avgAngles)
sumy = sumy / len(avgAngles)
combAngle = math.atan2(sumy, sumx)
return [numpy.mean(lengths), combAngle, numpy.mean(angleVars), numpy.mean(complexities)]
@staticmethod
def computeLengthAngleStats(data):
lengthData = numpy.zeros((len(data)))
angleData = numpy.zeros((len(data),2))
for i in xrange(len(data)):
lengths = []
angles = []
for j in xrange((len(data[i,:])/2)-1):
p1 = ConvertScanPath.getPoint(data, i, j)
p2 = ConvertScanPath.getPoint(data, i, j+1)
lengths.append(ConvertScanPath.getLength(p1, p2))
angles.append(ConvertScanPath.getAngle(p1, p2))
lengthData[i] = sum(lengths) / float((len(data[i,:])/2)-1)
angleData[i,:] = ConvertScanPath.getCircularStats(angles, lengths)
return (lengthData, angleData)
@staticmethod
def computeComplexityStats(data):
compData = numpy.zeros((len(data)))
for i in xrange(len(data)):
points = []
for j in xrange((len(data[i,:])/2)):
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points.append(ConvertScanPath.getPoint(data, i, j))
compData[i] = ConvertScanPath.getComplexity(points, 8, 8)
return compData
@staticmethod
def binData(data, binData, numBins, low=1, high=9):
output = [[] for x in xrange(numBins)]
step = float(high-low)/numBins
for x in xrange(len(binData)):
d = binData[x]
i = int((d-low)/step)
# Edge case, need to handle if x == high or an invalid input
if i >= numBins:
i = numBins - 1
output[i].append(data[x])
return output
@staticmethod
def generateRangeLabels(low, high, numBins):
output = []
step = float(high-low)/numBins
for x in xrange(numBins):
output.append("%.1f - %.1f" % (low+step*x, low+step*(x+1)))
return output
@staticmethod
def makeBoxPlots(data, centroids, append, cond=True):
directory = preprocess("${HOME}/Documents/scan_path/plots/")
l, a = ConvertScanPath.computeLengthAngleStats(data)
c = ConvertScanPath.computeComplexityStats(data)
centNames = ["Valence", "Arousal", "Dominance"]
numBins = 8
ds = [l, a[:,0], a[:,1], c]
ns = ["Average length", "Average orientation", "Circular variance", "Complexity"]
fns = ["len", "avgOr", "stdOr", "comp"]
for x in xrange(len(ds)):
d = ds[x]
if cond:
low = 1.0
high = 9.0
labels = ConvertScanPath.generateRangeLabels(low, high, numBins)
else:
low = min(d)
high = max(d)
labels = ConvertScanPath.generateRangeLabels(low, high, numBins)
for c in xrange(len(centNames)):
if cond:
X = centroids[:,c]
Y = d
else:
X = d
Y = centroids[:,c]
binnedData = ConvertScanPath.binData(Y, X, numBins, low, high)
fig = plt.figure()
plt.boxplot(binnedData)
name = "%s-%s-%s" % (fns[x], centNames[c], append)
tit = "%s %s (%s)" % (ns[x], centNames[c], append)
if cond:
xname = centNames[c]
yname = ns[x]
name = name + "-cond"
tit = tit + " (Conditional)"
else:
xname = ns[x]
yname = centNames[c]
plt.xticks(range(1,numBins+1), labels)
plt.title(tit)
plt.xlabel(xname)
plt.ylabel(yname)
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if not os.path.isdir(directory+append):
os.mkdir(directory+append)
fig.savefig(directory+append+"/"+name+".png")
plt.close()
@staticmethod
def makeAllBoxPlots():
path = preprocess("${HOME}/Documents/scan_path/")
os.chdir(path)
sal = ["fgs", "itti", "spec", "gbvs"]
foa = ["wta", "levy"]
for s in sal:
print "Processing %s..." % (s)
for f in foa:
print "Processing %s..." % (f)
if f == "wta":
data = serial.load(path+"data_output/"+s+"_"+f+".pkl")
lens = ConvertScanPath.foaLengths["wta"]
else:
data = serial.load(path+"data_output_fixed/"+s+"_"+f+"_0.pkl")
lens = ConvertScanPath.foaLengths["levy"]
d = data.get_data()[0]
c = data.get_data()[1]
for l in lens:
ConvertScanPath.makeBoxPlots(d[:, :l], c, "%s-%s-%d" % (s, f, l), True)
ConvertScanPath.makeBoxPlots(d[:, :l], c, "%s-%s-%d" % (s, f, l), False)

Scan Feature Machine Learning
scanFeatureML.py:
#
#
#
#
#
#

Handles the machine learning for generating learning models using gradient
boosting regression and a grid search to find the best parameters.
Also provides functions for making BH-SNE diagrams and computing the
importances specific to a set of points or a specific feature.
Written by Michael Costa

import numpy, tsne, os, cPickle
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from pylearn2.utils import serial
from pylearn2.utils.string_utils import preprocess
from sklearn import metrics as metr
from sklearn.ensemble import GradientBoostingRegressor as gbr
from sklearn.grid_search import GridSearchCV
from sklearn.cross_validation import KFold
scan_feature_path = preprocess('${HOME}/Documents/scan_features/')
# Simply loads the combined and test data and concatenates them, returning numpy
# arrays of the features and the centroids
def loadAllData(source, s, f):
comb = serial.load(scan_feature_path+source+'/'+s+'_'+f+'_combined.pkl')
test = serial.load(scan_feature_path+source+'/'+s+'_'+f+'_test.pkl')
cf = comb.get_data()[0]
cc = comb.get_data()[1]
tf = test.get_data()[0]
tc = test.get_data()[1]
allf = numpy.concatenate((cf,tf),0)
allc = numpy.concatenate((cc,tc),0)
return (allf, allc)
# Makes all the barnes hut stochastic neighbor embedding figures and saves them
def makeAllBHSNE(source="data_output_new", useWta=True):
sal = ["fgs", "itti", "spec", "gbvs"]
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if useWta:
foa = ["wta", "levy"]
else:
foa = ["levy"]
for f in foa:
for s in sal:
allf, allc = loadAllData(source, s, f)
allf64 = allf.astype('float64')
trans = tsne.bh_sne(allf64)
fig = plt.figure()
plt.scatter(trans[:,0], trans[:,1], c=allc[:,0], cmap=plt.cm.hot)
cb = plt.colorbar()
cb.set_label("Valence")
plt.title("%s %s BH-SNE" % (s, f))
fig.savefig('%sfigures/images/bh_sne/%s_%s.png' % (scan_feature_path, s, f))
# Loads a grid model and the original data source and converts it into a dictionary containing
# the minimum amount of information needed to make predictions
def packageGridModel(source_grid, source_original, sal, foa):
grid = serial.load(scan_feature_path+source_grid+'.pkl')
models = grid[1][(sal,foa)]
comb = serial.load(scan_feature_path+source_original+'/'+sal+'_'+foa+'_combined.pkl')
tmean = comb.train_mean
tstd = comb.train_std
return {"models":models,"train_mean":tmean, "train_std":tstd}

# Calculates the explained variance at various stages of gradient boosting
def iterateExplained(model, feat, cent):
preds = model.staged_predict(feat)
expl = []
for p in preds:
expl.append(metr.explained_variance_score(cent, p))
return expl
# Calculates the maximum explained variance score for a given estimator
def scoreExplainedVariance(estimator, X, y):
iterated = iterateExplained(estimator, X, y)
return max(iterated)
# Post processes the results of the grid search to perform k-fold cross validation
# to find the optimal number of estimators for the gradient boosting models to use
# (in order to avoid overfitting) that has the highest explained variance on
# the validation set
def earlyStopGridSearch(source_grid, source_data, folds=3, output=True):
with open(scan_feature_path+source_grid+'.pkl', 'r') as f:
grid = cPickle.load(f)
grid_models = grid[1]
estimates = dict()
actual_test = dict()
estimate_indices = dict()
if output:
print grid[0]
for k in grid_models:
if output:
print "Processing %s-%s" % (k[0],k[1])
comb = serial.load(scan_feature_path+source_data+'/'+
k[0]+'_'+k[1]+'_combined.pkl')
test = serial.load(scan_feature_path+source_data+'/'+
k[0]+'_'+k[1]+'_test.pkl')
cf = comb.get_data()[0]
cc = comb.get_data()[1]
tf = test.get_data()[0]
tc = test.get_data()[1]
estimate_entry = []
estimate_indices_entry = []
actual_test_entry = []
for i in range(3):
if output:
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print "Processing index %d" % (i)
model = grid_models[k][i]
actual = iterateExplained(model, tf, tc[:,i])
kfold = KFold(n=len(cf), n_folds=folds)
exp_rates = []
for train_index, val_index in kfold:
train_f = cf[train_index,:]
train_c = cc[train_index,i]
val_f = cf[val_index,:]
val_c = cc[val_index,i]
model.fit(train_f, train_c)
exp_rates.append(iterateExplained(model, val_f, val_c))
# Calculate the average explained rate, get the index of the argmax
exp_rates = numpy.array(exp_rates)
exp_mean = exp_rates.mean(0)
exp_index = exp_mean.argmax()
estimate = actual[exp_index]
if output:
print "Estimate:", estimate
estimate_entry.append(estimate)
estimate_indices_entry.append(exp_index)
actual_test_entry.append(actual)
estimates[k] = estimate_entry
actual_test[k] = actual_test_entry
estimate_indices[k] = estimate_indices_entry
return estimates, estimate_indices, actual_test, grid[0]
# Performs a grid search on all combinations of saliency and foa
def performGridSearchAll(source, useWta=True, num_append=None, output=True):
sal = ["fgs", "itti", "spec", "gbvs"]
if useWta:
foa = ["wta", "levy"]
else:
foa = ["levy"]
test_exps = {}
best_settings = {}
best_models = {}
grid_results = {}
for s in sal:
for f in foa:
if num_append is None:
temp = performGridSearch(source, s, f, None, output)
test_exps[(s,f)] = temp[0]
best_settings[(s,f)] = temp[1]
best_models[(s,f)] = temp[2]
grid_results[(s,f)] = temp[3]
else:
for i in num_append:
if output:
print "Processing index %d..." % (i)
temp = performGridSearch(source, s, f, i, output)
test_exps[(s,f,i)] = temp[0]
best_settings[(s,f,i)] = temp[1]
best_models[(s,f,i)] = temp[2]
grid_results[(s,f,i)] = temp[3]
return test_exps, best_settings, best_models, grid_results

# Performs a grid search on a specific combination of saliency and foa
def performGridSearch(source, sal, foa, num=None, output=True):
test_exp = [0,0,0]
best_setting = ["","",""]
grid_results = [None, None, None]
best_model = [None, None, None]
param_grid = {"max_features":[None, 0.5, 0.33], "min_samples_leaf":[1,3,5]}
os.chdir(scan_feature_path)
if num is not None:
train = serial.load(scan_feature_path+source+'/'+sal+'_'+foa+'_combined_'+str(num)+'.pkl')
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test = serial.load(scan_feature_path+source+'/'+sal+'_'+foa+'_test_'+str(num)+'.pkl')
else:
train = serial.load(scan_feature_path + source + '/' + sal + '_' + foa+'_combined.pkl')
test = serial.load(scan_feature_path + source + '/' + sal + '_' + foa+'_test.pkl')
trf = train.get_data()[0]
trc = train.get_data()[1]
tf = test.get_data()[0]
tc = test.get_data()[1]
if output:
print "Tuning parameters for %s %s" % (sal, foa)
for i in range(3):
if output:
print "Tuning index %d" % (i)
reg = GridSearchCV(gbr(n_estimators=500, loss='huber', learning_rate=0.01), param_grid, cv=3)
reg.fit(trf, trc[:,i])
if output:
print "Finished tuning index %d" % (i)
best_setting[i] = reg.best_estimator_
best_model[i] = reg
grid_results[i] = reg.grid_scores_
y_pred = reg.predict(tf)
test_exp[i] = metr.explained_variance_score(tc[:,i], y_pred)
if output:
print "Explained variance: %f" % (test_exp[i])
print "Best params:",reg.best_params_
return test_exp, best_setting, best_model, grid_results
# Creates a set of gradient boosting regressor models for a given data source
# and calculates the explained variance on the testing data.
#
# Does not optimise hyperparameters like the grid search, intended for a quick
# estimate of performance.
def getGBRmodels(source="data_output_new", use_wta=True, lossType="huber", output=True):
models = dict()
explain = dict()
settings = dict()
sal = ["fgs", "itti", "spec", "gbvs"]
if use_wta:
foa = ["wta", "levy"]
else:
foa = ["levy"]
os.chdir(scan_feature_path)
for f in foa:
for s in sal:
comb = serial.load(scan_feature_path+source+'/'+s+'_'+f+'_combined.pkl')
test = serial.load(scan_feature_path+source+'/'+s+'_'+f+'_test.pkl')
cf = comb.get_data()[0]
tf = test.get_data()[0]
tc = test.get_data()[1]
cc = comb.get_data()[1]
key = '%s_%s' % (s,f)
print "Processing",key
models[key] = []
explain[key] = []
settings[key] = []
for i in range(3):
print "Index",i
reg = gbr(loss=lossType,learning_rate=0.01,n_estimators=500)
reg.fit(cf, cc[:,i])
p = reg.predict(tf)
expl = metr.explained_variance_score(tc[:,i], p)
models[key].append(reg)
if output:
print "Explained variance: %f" % (expl)
explain[key].append(expl)
return models, explain
# Computes the importances of a set of models
def computeImportances(models):
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features = dict()
points = dict()
for k in models:
features[k] = []
points[k] = []
for i in range(3):
importances = models[k][i].feature_importances_
tempF = dict()
tempP = dict()
tempF['length'] = sum(importances[::4])
tempF['avgOr'] = sum(importances[1::4])
tempF['circVar'] = sum(importances[2::4])
tempF['comp'] = sum(importances[3::4])
if k[1] == 'levy':
tempP[50] = sum(importances[0:4])
tempP[100] = sum(importances[4:8])
tempP[200] = sum(importances[8:12])
tempP[500] = sum(importances[12:16])
tempP[1000] = sum(importances[16:20])
else:
tempP[5] = sum(importances[0:4])
tempP[10] = sum(importances[4:8])
tempP[20] = sum(importances[8:12])
tempP[30] = sum(importances[12:16])
tempP[50] = sum(importances[16:20])
features[k].append(tempF)
points[k].append(tempP)
return features, points
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